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Uniqueness of Dirichlet forms related to
infinite systems of interacting Brownian motions
Yosuke Kawamoto1, Hirofumi Osada2, Hideki Tanemura3
Abstract
The Dirichlet forms related to various infinite systems of interacting
Brownian motions are studied. For a given random point field µ, there ex-
ist two natural infinite-volume Dirichlet forms (Eupr,Dupr) and (E lwr,Dlwr)
on L2(S, µ) describing interacting Brownian motions each with unlabeled
equilibrium state µ. The former is a decreasing limit of a scheme of
such finite-volume Dirichlet forms, and the latter is an increasing limit
of another scheme of such finite-volume Dirichlet forms. Furthermore,
the latter is an extension of the former. We present a sufficient condi-
tion such that these two Dirichlet forms are the same. In the first main
theorem (Theorem 3.1) the Markovian semi-group given by (E lwr,Dlwr) is
associated with a natural infinite-dimensional stochastic differential equa-
tion (ISDE). In the second main theorem (Theorem 3.2), we prove that
these Dirichlet forms coincide with each other by using the uniqueness of
weak solutions of ISDE. We apply Theorem 3.1 to stochastic dynamics
arising from random matrix theory such as the sine, Bessel, and Gini-
bre interacting Brownian motions and interacting Brownian motions with
Ruelle’s class interaction potentials, and Theorem 3.2 to the sine2 inter-
acting Brownian motion and interacting Brownian motions with Ruelle’s
class interaction potentials of C30 -class.
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1 Introduction
An infinite system of interacting Brownian motions in Rd can be represented by
an (Rd)N-valued stochastic process X = (X i)i∈N [10, 11, 14, 18]. This process
is realized using several probabilistic constructs such as stochastic differential
equation, Dirichlet form theory, and martingale problems. Among them, the
second author constructed processes in a general setting using the technique of
Dirichlet forms [14, 18].
Specifically, the Dirichlet form introduced, (Eupr,Dupr) is obtained by the
smallest extension of the bilinear form (E ,Dµ◦ ) on L2(S, µ) with domain Dµ◦
defined by
E(f, g) =
∫
S
D[f, g](s)µ(ds),
D[f, g](s) =
1
2
∞∑
i=1
∇si fˇ · ∇si gˇ, (1.1)
Dµ◦ = {f ∈ D◦ ∩ L2(S, µ) ; E(f, f) <∞},
where D◦ is the set of all local smooth functions on the (unlabeled) configuration
space S introduced in (2.1), fˇ is a symmetric function such that fˇ(s1, s2, . . . ) =
f(s), · is the inner product in Rd, s = ∑i δsi denotes a configuration, and µ
is a random point field on Rd. If we take µ to be the Poisson random point
field, the intensity of which is the Lebesgue measure, then the diffusion given
by the Dirichlet form (Eupr,Dupr) is the unlabeled Brownian motion B such that
Bt =
∑∞
i=1 δBit , where {Bi}∞i=1 is a system of independent copies of the standard
Brownian motion.
This Dirichlet form is a decreasing limit of Dirichlet forms associated with
finite systems of interacting Brownian motions in bounded domains SR = {x ∈
Rd; |x| ≤ R} with a boundary condition. Because of the boundary condition,
Brownian particles that touch the boundary disappear. Also, particles enter the
domain from the boundary according to the reversible measure µ.
In contrast, Lang constructed the infinite system of Brownian motions as
a limit of stochastic dynamics in bounded domains SR by considering finite
systems with another boundary condition [10, 11]. In his finite systems, a
particle hitting the boundary is reflected and hence the number of particles
in the domain is invariant. His process is associated with the Dirichlet form
(E lwr,Dlwr) that is the increasing limit of the Dirichlet forms associated with
finite systems with the reflecting boundary condition.
In this paper, we discuss the relation between these Dirichlet forms, (Eupr,Dupr)
and (E lwr,Dlwr). The main purpose of this paper is to give a sufficient condition
for
(E lwr,Dlwr) = (Eupr,Dupr). (1.2)
By construction the inequality
(E lwr,Dlwr) ≤ (Eupr,Dupr) (1.3)
always holds whereas (1.2) does not necessarily hold in general. Although the
problem is quite natural and general, little is known about the equality (1.2).
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To the best of our knowledge, the unique example for which the equality (1.2)
holds is the system of hard-core Brownian balls proved by the third author [24].
The study of infinite systems of interacting Brownian motions was initiated
by Lang [10, 11] and continued by Fritz [3], the third author [23], and others.
In their respective work, the free potential Φ is assumed to be zero and the
interaction potentials Ψ are of class C30 (R
d) or exponentially decay at infinity
and satisfying the super-stability in the sense of Ruelle. The infinite-dimensional
stochastic differential equation (ISDE) is given by
dX it = dB
i
t −
β
2
∞∑
j=1, j 6=i
∇Ψ(X it −Xjt )dt. (1.4)
Here β > 0 is an inverse temperature. Lang constructed a solution for the µ-
a.s. x unlabeled initial point, where µ is a grand canonical Gibbs measure with
interaction potential Ψ.
Indeed, Lang and others solved the ISDE as a limit of solutions of finite-
volume stochastic differential equations (SDE), describing particles in SR with
reflecting boundary condition on ∂SR. That is, the SDE is given by
dX it =dB
i
t −
β
2
x(SR)∑
j 6=i
∇Ψ(X it −Xjt )dt−
β
2
∞∑
j>x(SR)
∇Ψ(X it − xj)dt (1.5)
+
1
2
nR(X it)dL
R,i
t for 1 ≤ i ≤ x(SR),
X it =xi for i > x(SR)
with the initial condition X0 = (xi)
∞
i=1 such that |xi| < |xi+1| for all i ∈ N, and
x(SR) coincides with the number of particles in SR. The process L
R,i = {LR,it }
denotes the local time-type drift arising from the reflecting boundary condition
on ∂SR (see (2.41) for L
R,i) and nR(x) is the inward normal vector at x ∈ ∂SR.
In contrast, the labeled diffusion in SR introduced in [14] is given by the
SDE
dX it =dB
i
t −
β
2
∑
j 6=i, Xjt∈SR
∇Ψ(X it −Xjt )dt (1.6)
with the foregoing boundary condition. These SDEs have thus different bound-
ary conditions. The solutions of (1.5) are non-ergodic, whereas the solutions
of (1.6) are ergodic. Indeed, the system in (1.5) keeps the initial number of
particles in SR. In the second dynamics, the number of particles in SR varies.
The state space of solutions in (1.6) therefore consists of a unique ergodic com-
ponent (regarded as {⋃∞m=0(SintR )m}-valued process, where (SintR )0 = {∅} and
SintR is the interior of SR).
Let (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) be the Dirichlet form on L2(S, µ) associated with (1.5), that
is, the Dirichlet form (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) describes the motion of unlabeled dynamics
related to (1.5). Let (Eupr,DuprR ) be the Dirichlet form on L2(S, µ) associated
with (1.6). Here we use the notation (Eupr,DuprR ) rather than (EuprR ,DuprR ) because
(Eupr,DuprR ) is the closure of (E ,Dµ◦ ∩ BR(S)) (see Lemma 2.1 for notational
details), whereas (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) is the closure with respect to the energy form ER
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different from E . As we shall see later, these two Dirichlet forms satisfy the
relation
(E lwrR ,DlwrR ) ≤ (Eupr,DuprR ).
Furthermore, as R → ∞, {(E lwrR ,DlwrR )} is an increasing scheme of Dirichlet
forms, whereas {(Eupr,DuprR )} is decreasing. This fact implies the obvious relation
(1.3).
The difference in these schemes lies in the boundary condition. Therefore,
our task is to control the effect of the boundary condition to prove it becomes
negligible as R→∞.
The main examples of our models have a logarithmic interaction potential,
which is a very long rang potential that has quite strong long-range effect.
We emphasize that the ISDEs arising from random matrix theory usually have
logarithmic interaction potentials, and hence this class of interacting Brownian
motions is significant.
Loosely speaking, a solution X of an SDE is called a weak solution if it is a
pair (X,B) of a continuous process X and Brownian motion B that satisfies the
SDE. We call X is a strong solution if, in addition, X is a function of Brownian
motion B [6].
In the first main theorem (Theorem 3.1), we shall prove that any limit point
of the weak solutions of (1.5) is a weak solution of the ISDE (1.4) satisfying
well-behaved properties (see Theorem 3.1). The limit points of the weak solu-
tions of (1.6) were proved to satisfy the ISDE (1.4) with the same well-behaved
properties [14, 17]. Hence, assuming the uniqueness of weak solutions of (1.4)
under the foregoing well-behaved properties, we proved that these two limits of
the weak solutions are the same. This establishes the coincidence of the two
Dirichlet forms (E lwr,Dlwr) and (Eupr,Dupr) in the second main theorem (Theo-
rem 3.2).
The motivation of our work lies in the recent rapid and outstanding progress
of random matrix theory in proving that the random point fields arising from
Gaussian random matrices (invariant random matrices) such as sineβ, Besselβ,
and Ginibre random point fields, are universal. Indeed, these random point
fields are obtained as scaling limits of eigenvalue distributions of a quite general
class of random matrices and also log gases with general free potentials. Once
this static universality is established, it is natural to pursue its dynamical coun-
terpart. In a forthcoming paper, the first and second authors will prove that
the natural reversible stochastic dynamics associated with these random point
fields are also universal objects. Examples of universal stochastic dynamics
are the sine, Bessel, and Ginibre interacting Brownian motions (see Section 7).
They are limits of the stochastic dynamics related to N -particle systems with
reversible random point fields that converge to those universal random point
fields mentioned above. This result is established by assuming the limits of the
lower and upper Dirichlet forms in (1.2) are equal in addition to a certain strong
convergence of the random point fields. Hence the second main theorem (The-
orem 3.2) plays a crucial role in the dynamical universality of random matrices
in the sense given above.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we prepare the two
schemes of the Dirichlet forms describing interacting Brownian motions, and
quote related results. In Section 3, we state the main theorems (Theorem 3.1
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and Theorem 3.2). In Section 4, we prove Theorem 3.1. In Section 5, we prove
Theorem 3.2 and comment on a generalization to the uniformly elliptic case. In
Section 6, we construct cut-off coefficients br,s,p appearing in (A6). In Section 7,
we present examples. In Section 8, we give concluding remarks with some open
questions.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Two schemes of Dirichlet forms
Let S be a closed set in Rd with interior Sint which is a connected open set
satisfying Sint = S and the boundary ∂S having Lebesgue measure zero.
A configuration s =
∑
i δsi on S is a Radon measure on S consisting of delta
masses δsi . Let S be the configuration space over S. Then, by definition, S is
the set given by
S = {s =
∑
i
δsi ; s(K) <∞ for all compact set K}. (2.1)
By convention, we regard the zero measure as an element of S. We endow S
with the vague topology, which makes S to be a Polish space.
A probability measure µ on (S,B(S)) is called a random point field on S. We
assume that µ is supported on the set consisting of infinitely-many particles:
µ({s ∈ S; s(S) =∞}) = 1. (2.2)
Let Sr = {s ∈ S ; |s| ≤ r} and Smr = Sr × · · · × Sr be the m-product of Sr.
Let Smr = {s ∈ S ; s(Sr) = m} for r,m ∈ N. We set maps πr , πcr :S→S such that
πr(s) = s(· ∩ Sr) and πcr(s) = s(· ∩ Scr).
For s ∈ Smr , xmr (s) = (xir(s))mi=1 ∈ Smr is called a Smr -coordinate of s if πr(s) =∑m
i=1 δxir(s).
For a function f : S→ R we set fmr (s,x) = fmr,s(x) such that fmr : S×Smr → R
and that fmr,s, with r,m ∈ N, satisfies
(1) fmr,s is a permutation invariant function on S
m
r for each s ∈ S.
(2) fmr,s(1) = f
m
r,s(2) if π
c
r(s(1)) = π
c
r(s(2)) for s(1), s(2) ∈ Smr .
(3) fmr,s(x
m
r (s)) = f(s) for s ∈ Smr , where xmr (s) is a Smr -coordinate of s.
(4) fmr,s(s) = 0 for s /∈ Smr .
The function fmr,s is called the S
m
r -representation of f . Note that f
m
r,s is unique
and f(s) =
∑∞
m=0 f
m
r,s(x
m
r (s)) for each r ∈ N. When f is σ[πr ]-measurable, the
Smr -representations are independent of s. In this case we often write f
m
r instead
of fmr,s. We set
Br(S) = {f : S→ R ; f is σ[πr ]-measurable}, B∞(S) =
∞⋃
r=1
Br(S),
D◦ = {f ∈ B∞(S) ; fmr,s is smooth on Smr for all m, r ∈ N, s ∈ S}.
Note that D◦ ∩ L2(S, µ) is dense in L2(S, µ) and D◦ ⊂ C(S), where C(S) is
the set of all continuous functions on S. We remark that, if f ∈ D◦ and f is
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σ[πr]-measurable, then f
m
r,s(x1, . . . , xm) is constant in xm on the boundary ∂Sr
for each (x1, . . . , xm−1) ∈ Sm−1r , and its derivatives vanishes on ∂Smr .
For s =
∑
i δsi we set ∇si = ( ∂∂si1 , . . . , ∂∂sid ). For f, g ∈ D◦ let
D
m
r [f, g](s) =
{
1
2
∑
i ; si∈Sr
∇sifmr,s(xmr (s)) · ∇sigmr,s(xmr (s)) for s ∈ Smr ,
0 for s /∈ Smr .
(2.3)
Moreover, we set
Dr =
∞∑
m=1
D
m
r . (2.4)
Note that Dmr [f, g] is independent of the choice of the S
m
r -coordinate x
m
r (s) and
is well-defined. We now define bilinear forms on D◦:
Emr (f, g) =
∫
S
D
m
r [f, g](s)µ(ds) and Er(f, g) =
∫
S
Dr[f, g](s)µ(ds). (2.5)
Then clearly Er =
∑∞
m=1 Emr .
Let (E ,Dµ◦ ) be a bilinear form on L2(S, µ) with domain Dµ◦ defined by
E(f, f) = lim
r→∞
Er(f, f), (2.6)
Dµ◦ = {f ∈ D◦ ∩ L2(S, µ) ; E(f, f) <∞}.
We note that Er(f, f) is nondecreasing in r, and hence the limit in (2.6) exists.
We assume
(Emr ,Dµ◦ ) is closable on L2(S, µ) for each m, r ∈ N. (2.7)
We present later a sufficient condition regarding (2.7); see (A1) in Section 2.2.
Lemma 2.1 ([14, Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2]). Assume (2.7). Then the following
hold.
(1) (E ,Dµ◦ ∩ Br(S)) and (Er,Dµ◦ ) are closable on L2(S, µ) for each r.
(2) (E ,Dµ◦ ) is closable on L2(S, µ).
For symmetric bilinear forms (E ,D) and (E ′,D′) we write (E ,D) ≤ (E ′,D′)
if D ⊃ D′ and E(f, f) ≤ E ′(f, f) for all f ∈ D′. We say a sequence of symmetric
bilinear forms {(En,Dn)}n∈N is increasing if (En,Dn) ≤ (En+1,Dn+1) for all
n. Replacing ≤ by ≥, we call {(En,Dn)}n∈N decreasing. Let (Eupr,Duprr ) and
(E lwrr ,Dlwrr ) denote the closures of (E ,Dµ◦ ∩ Br(S)) and (Er,Dµ◦ ) on L2(S, µ),
respectively. Then we quote:
Lemma 2.2 ([14, Lemma 2.2]). Assume (2.7). Then
(1) {(E lwrr ,Dlwrr )}r∈N is increasing.
(2) {(Eupr,Duprr )}r∈N is decreasing.
Let (E lwr,Dlwr) be the increasing limit of {(E lwrr ,Dlwrr )}r∈N, that is,
E lwr(f, f) = lim
r→∞
E lwrr (f, f), and Dlwr = {f ∈
⋂
r∈N
Dlwrr ; lim
r→∞
E lwrr (f, f) <∞}.
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Then (E lwr,Dlwr) is closed on L2(S, µ) by construction. Recall that (E ,Dµ◦ ) is
closable on L2(S, µ) by Lemma 2.1. We then denote by (Eupr,Dupr) the closure
of (E ,Dµ◦ ) on L2(S, µ). Let Glwrr,α, Glwrα , Guprr,α, and Guprα be the resolvents of
(E lwrr ,Dlwrr ), (E lwr,Dlwr), (Eupr,Duprr ), and (Eupr,Dupr) on L2(S, µ), respectively.
Lemma 2.3 ([14, Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2]). Assume (2.7). Then
(1) {Glwrr,α}r∈N converges to Glwrα strongly in L2(S, µ) as r →∞ for each α > 0.
(2) {Guprr,α}r∈N converges to Guprα strongly in L2(S, µ) as r →∞ for each α > 0.
By construction we have for each r
(E lwrr ,Dlwrr ) ≤ (Eupr,Duprr ). (2.8)
Hence taking r →∞ we see that
(E lwr,Dlwr) ≤ (Eupr,Dupr). (2.9)
We call (E lwr,Dlwr) the lower Dirichlet form and (Eupr,Dupr) the upper Dirichlet
form. We also call {(E lwrr ,Dlwrr )}r∈N a lower scheme and {(Eupr,Duprr )}r∈N an
upper scheme. The relations (2.8) and (2.9) justify the names of these schemes.
2.2 Quasi-Gibbs measures, unlabeled diffusions, and la-
beled dynamics
Let Λr be the Poisson random point field whose intensity is the Lebesgue mea-
sure on Sr and set Λ
m
r = Λr(· ∩ Smr ). Let Φ:S→R∪ {∞} and Ψ:S2→R∪ {∞}
be measurable functions such that Ψ(x, y) = Ψ(y, x). Following [18, 19] we
quote:
Definition 2.1. A random point field µ is called a (Φ,Ψ)-quasi Gibbs measure
if its regular conditional probabilities
µmr,s = µ(πr(x) ∈ · |πcr(x) = πcr(s), x(Sr) = m)
satisfy, for all r,m ∈ N and µ-a.s. s,
c−11 e
−Hmr (x)Λmr (dx) ≤ µmr,s(dx) ≤ c1e−H
m
r (x)Λmr (dx). (2.10)
Here c1 = c1(r,m, s) is a positive constant depending on r, m, s. For two
measures µ, ν on a σ-field F , we write µ ≤ ν if µ(A) ≤ ν(A) for all A ∈ F .
Moreover, Hmr is the Hamiltonian on Sr defined by
Hmr (x) =
∑
xi∈Sr
1≤i≤m
Φ(xi) +
∑
xj,xk∈Sr
1≤j<k≤m
Ψ(xj , xk) for x =
∑
i
δxi .
Remark 2.1. (1) From (2.10), we see that for all r,m ∈ N and µ-a.s. s, µmr,s(dx)
have (unlabeled) Radon–Nikodym densitiesmmr,s(x) with respect to Λ
m
r . Clearly,
the canonical Gibbs measures µ with potentials (Φ,Ψ) are quasi-Gibbs measures,
and their densities mmr,s(x) with respect to Λ
m
r are given by the Dobrushin–
Lanford–Ruelle (DLR) equation. That is, for µ-a.s. s =
∑
j δsj
mmr,s(x) =
1
Zmr,s
exp{−Hmr (x)−
∑
xi∈Sr, sj∈S
c
r
1≤i≤m
Ψ(xi, sj)}.
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Here Zmr,s is the normalizing constant. For random point fields appearing in ran-
dom matrix theory, interaction potentials are logarithmic functions, where the
DLR equations do not make sense as stated because the term
∑
xi∈Sr, sj∈Scr
Ψ(xi, sj)
diverges. The notion of a quasi-Gibbs measure still makes sense for logarithmic
potentials.
(2) We refer to [18, 19] for sufficient conditions of quasi-Gibbs measures. These
conditions give us the quasi-Gibbs property of random point fields appearing in
random matrix theory, such as sineβ and Bessel2,α (1 ≤ α), and Ginibre random
point fields [5, 18, 19].
We make the following assumption.
(A1) µ is a (Φ,Ψ)-quasi Gibbs measure. Furthermore, there exists upper semi-
continuous functions (Φˆ, Ψˆ) and positive constants c2 and c3 satisfying
c−12 Φˆ(x) ≤ Φ(x) ≤ c2Φˆ(x), c
−1
3 Ψˆ(x, y) ≤ Ψ(x, y) ≤ c3Ψˆ(x, y),
where Ψ and Ψˆ satisfy Ψ(x, y) = Ψ(y, x) and Ψˆ(x, y) = Ψˆ(y, x).
If these interaction potentials are translation invariant, we often write Ψ(x, y) =
Ψ(x− y) and Ψˆ(x, y) = Ψˆ(x− y). The importance of (A1) lies in the fact that
it gives a sufficient condition of the basic assumption (2.7). We quote:
Lemma 2.4 ([18, 45-46pp]). Assume (A1). Then (Emr ,Dµ◦ ) is closable on
L2(S, µ) for each m, r ∈ N. In particular, (Er,Dµ◦ ) is closable on L2(S, µ).
We now recall two basic notions on random point fields: correlation functions
and density functions.
A symmetric and locally integrable function ρn : Sn → [0,∞) is called the
n-point correlation function of a random point field µ on S with respect to the
Lebesgue measure if ρn satisfies∫
A
k1
1 ×···×A
km
m
ρn(x1, . . . , xn)dx1 · · · dxn =
∫
S
m∏
i=1
s(Ai)!
(s(Ai)− ki)!dµ
for any sequence of disjoint bounded measurable sets A1, . . . , Am ∈ B(S) and
a sequence of positive integers k1, . . . , km satisfying k1 + · · · + km = n. When
s(Ai) − ki < 0, according to our interpretation, s(Ai)!/(s(Ai) − ki)! = 0 by
convention. We assume that µ has the n-point correlation function ρn for each
n ∈ N.
A symmetric function σkr : S
k
r → [0,∞) is called the k-point density function
of a random point field µ on Sr with respect to the Lebesgue measure if for all
non-negative, bounded σ[πr]-measurable function f with S
k
r -representation f
k
r
1
k!
∫
Skr
fkr σ
k
r dx
k =
∫
Skr
fdµ.
Here Skr = {s ∈ S ; s(Sr) = k} as before. We make the following assumption.
(A2) µ has correlation functions with respect to the Lebesgue measure of any
order and µ satisfies for each m, r ∈ N
∞∑
k=m
k!
(k −m)!µ(S
k
r ) <∞. (2.11)
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Clearly, (2.11) is equivalent to
∫
Sr
ρm(x)dx <∞ for all r ∈ N whenever the m-
point correlation function ρm of µ with respect to the Lebesgue measure exists.
Under the assumptions of (A1) and (2.11) we deduce that µ has correlation
functions and Campbell measures of any order. Hence we can dispense with the
existence of correlation functions in (A2).
A family of probability measures {Px}x∈S on C([0,∞); S) is called a diffu-
sion if the canonical process X = {Xt} under Px is a continuous process having
a strong Markov property starting at x. Furthermore, {Px}x∈S is called conser-
vative if it has an invariant probability measure.
Assume (A1). Then we deduce from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.4 that the
non-negative form (E ,Dµ◦ ) is closable on L2(S, µ). Therefore, let (Eupr,Dupr) be
its closure on L2(S, µ). The next result is a refinement of [14, 119p. Corollary
1] and can be proved in a similar fashion.
Lemma 2.5. Assume (A1) and (A2). Then there exists a µ-reversible diffusion
{Puprx }x∈S associated with the Dirichlet form (Eupr,Dupr) on L2(S, µ).
Proof. The assumption (A2) corresponds to (A.2) in [14] (we write (A.2) be-
low). It was assumed in (A.2), in addition to (A2), the boundedness of density
functions of all order on each Sr. In [14], (A.2) was used only in the proof
of (2.2) in Lemma 2.4 (see [14, 125p]). Moreover, (2.2) in [14] is used only
to prove Lemma 2.4 (3) in [14], which is the claim such that Dµ◦ is dense in
L2(S, µ). Hence our task is to prove this under (A2). For this purpose we
recall a mollifier on S introduced in [14].
Let j :Rd→R be a non-negative, smooth function such that ∫
Rd
j(x)dx = 1,
j(x) = 0 for |x| ≥ 1/2. Let jε(x) = εdj(x/ε) and jiε((x1, . . . , xi)) =
∏i
j=1 jε(xj).
For a σ[πr ]-measurable, bounded function f we set
Jr,εf(s) =
{
jiε ∗ f ir(xir(s)) for s ∈ Sir (i ≥ 1),
f(s) for s ∈ S0r.
(2.12)
Here f ir is S
i
r-representation of f and x
i
r(s) is the S
i
r-coordinate introduced in
Section 2.1. Moreover, ∗ denotes the convolution in (Rd)i, that is,
jiε ∗ f ir(x) =
∫
(Rd)i
jiε(x− y)f ir(y)dy,
where we set f ir(x) = 0 for x 6∈ Sir.
We now prove that Dµ◦ is dense in L2(S, µ).
Let 0 < δ < r (δ ∈ R) and f ∈ Cb(S) ∩ Br−δ. Then f is a bounded
continuous, σ[πr−δ]-measurable function on S by definition. From [14, Lemma
2.4 (2.1)] we see Jr,εf ∈ Dµ◦ for 0 < ε < δ. Moreover, because f ∈ Cb(S), we
see from (2.12) that
lim
ε→0
Jr,εf(s) = f(s) for each s, (2.13)
sup
s∈S
|Jr,εf(s)| ≤ sup
s∈S
|f(s)| <∞. (2.14)
From (2.13)–(2.14) we can apply the Lebesgue convergence theorem to obtain
lim
ε→0
∫
S
|Jr,εf(s)− f(s)|2µ(ds) =
∫
S
lim
ε→0
|Jr,εf(s)− f(s)|2µ(ds) = 0 (2.15)
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for each r ∈ N. Because
∞⋃
r=1
⋃
0<δ<r, δ∈R
Cb(S) ∩ Br−δ
is dense in L2(S, µ), we see Dµ◦ is dense in L2(S, µ) from (2.15).
We note that (A2) is used to guarantee the existence of the diffusion. The µ-
reversibility of the diffusion follows from 1 ∈ Dupr and symmetry of (Eupr,Dupr).
By construction, such a family of diffusion measures Pupr = {Puprx } with
quasi-continuity in x is unique for quasi-everywhere starting point x. Equiv-
alently, there exists a set S0 such that the complement of S0 has capacity
zero and the family of diffusion measures Pupr = {Puprx } associated with the
Dirichlet space above with quasi-continuity in x is unique for all x ∈ S0 and
Puprx (Xt ∈ S0 for all t) = 1 for all x ∈ S0.
We next lift the unlabeled dynamics X to a labeled dynamics X = (X i)i∈N.
Under Pupr = {Puprx }, we can write Xt =
∑∞
i=1 δXit , where each X
i = {X it} is a
continuous process with time parameter of the form [0, b) or (a, b). We call each
X i a tagged particle of X.
For a given unlabeled dynamics X =
∑
i δXi , we call the collection of tagged
particles X = (X i)i∈N labeled dynamics. Note that for a given X, there exist
plural labeled dynamics in general. We next give a condition such that X =
(X i)i∈N is determined uniquely up to initial labeling. For this purpose, we
impose the following conditions:
(A3) Under Pupr = {Puprx }, each tagged particle {X i}i∈N does not collide with
another. Furthermore, {X i}i∈N does not hit the boundary ∂S of S.
This condition is equivalent to both the capacity of multiple points and that
of configurations with particles on the boundary ∂S being zero:
Cap({s ∈ S; s({x}) ≥ 2 for some x ∈ S}) = 0,
Cap({s ∈ S; s(∂S) ≥ 1}) = 0.
Here Cap denotes the one-capacity with respect to the Dirichlet space (E ,D) on
L2(S, µ) (see [4] for the definition of capacity).
By (A3), we write Xt =
∑
i δXit such that X
i ∈ C(Ii;S), where Ii = [0, b) or
Ii = (a, b) for some a, b ∈ (0,∞]. We remark that {X i} is unique up to labeling.
Let Erf(t) =
∫∞
t
(1/
√
2π)e−|x|
2/2dx be the error function. We further as-
sume:
(A4) There exists a T > 0 such that, for each R > 0,
lim inf
r→∞
Erf
( r√
(r +R)T
) ∫
|x|≤r+R
ρ1(x)dx = 0. (2.16)
For each r, T ∈ N, the following holds.∫
S
Erf
( |x| − r
T
)
ρ1(x)dx <∞. (2.17)
We say non-explosion of each tagged particle holds if the right end of Ii is
infinity for each i, and non-entering of each tagged particle holds if Ii = [0, bi)
for each i.
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Lemma 2.6. Assume (A1)–(A3) and (2.16). Then the non-explosion and the
non-entering of each tagged particle hold. Furthermore, Cap({s ∈ S ; s(S) <
∞}) = 0.
Proof. Let X i be a tagged particle with interval Ii = [0, bi). Then by [16,
Theorem 2.5] we have
Puprµ ( sup{|X it |; t ≤ T } <∞ for all T, i ∈ N ) = 1, (2.18)
where Puprµ =
∫
S
Puprx µ(dx). Then (2.18) implies the non-explosion of the tagged
particles and Ii = [0,∞).
Next suppose that Ii = (a, b). Then, applying the Markov property of the
diffusion Pupr = {Puprx } at time a′ ∈ (a, b) and using the preceding argument
together with stationarity of the diffusion, we deduce Ii = (a,∞). Because of
reversibility, we see that such open intervals do not exist. Hence, we obtain
Ii = [0,∞) for all i. This implies the non-entering of the tagged particles.
From the non-explosion and the non-entering of the tagged particles com-
bined with (2.2), we obtain Cap({s ∈ S ; s(S) < ∞}) = 0. This completes the
proof.
We thus see from (A3) and (A4) that under Pupr = {Puprx } the tagged
particles of {X i}i∈N neither collide each other nor hit the boundary ∂S nor
explode nor enter. The second condition (2.17) in (A4) will be used in the
proof of Lemma 2.10.
We call u the unlabeling map if u((xi)) =
∑
i δxi . We call l a label if l :S→SN
is a measurable map defined for µ-a.s. x, and u ◦ l(x) = x.
Lemma 2.7 ([16, 18]). Assume (A1)–(A4). Let l be a label. Then un-
der Pupr = {Puprx } there exists a unique, labeled dynamics X = (X i)i∈N ∈
C([0,∞);SN) such that X0 = l(X0) and that Xt =
∑
i∈N δXit for all t.
Once the initial label l is assigned, the particles are marked forever because
they neither collide nor explode nor enter. We hence determine the labeled
dynamics X from the unlabeled dynamics X and the label l uniquely. We have
thus had a natural correspondence between X and (X, l) under the conditions
(A3) and (A4). We remark here that Xt 6= l(Xt) for t > 0 in general.
We introduce them-labeled process. LetXm = (X i)mi=1 and X
m∗ =
∑
m<j δXj .
We call the pair (Xm,Xm∗) them-labeled process. We shall present the Dirichlet
form associated with the m-labeled process (Xm,Xm∗).
Let µ[m] be the m-Campbell measure of µ defined as
µ[m](dxdy) = ρm(x)µx(dy)dx, (2.19)
where ρm is the m-point correlation function of µ with respect to the Lebesgue
measure dx on Sm, and µx is the reduced Palm measure conditioned at x ∈ Sm.
Let
Eµ[m](f, g) =
∫
Sm×S
{1
2
m∑
j=1
(
∂f
∂xj
,
∂g
∂xj
)Rd + D[f, g]
}
µ[m](dxdy), (2.20)
where ∂∂xj is the nabla in R
d and D defined on D◦ is given by (1.1), which is
naturally regarded as the carre´ du champ on Sm × S, and
Dµ[m]◦ = {f ∈ C∞0 (Sm)⊗D◦ ; Eµ
[m]
(f, f) <∞, f ∈ L2(Sm × S, µ[m])}. (2.21)
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The closablity of the bilinear form (Eµ[m] , C∞0 (Sm)⊗D◦) on L2(Sm×S, µ[m])
follows from (A1)–(A2). We can prove this in a similar fashion as the case
m = 0 as Lemma 5.3 ([14]). We then denote by (Eµ[m] ,Dµ[m]) its closure. The
quasi-regularity of (Eµ[m] ,Dµ[m]) is proved by [16] for µ with bounded correlation
functions (see [12] for quasi-regularity). The generalization to (A2) is derived
by the same argument in the proof of Lemma 2.5. From (2.20), we easily see
the Dirichlet form (Eµ[m] ,Dµ[m]) is local. When m = 0, we interpret µ[0] = µ
and (Eµ[0] ,Dµ[0]) as the closure of (E ,Dµ◦ ), which coincides with (Eupr,Dupr).
Let Pupr,[m] = {Pupr,[m](sm,sm∗)} denote the diffusion measures associated with the
m-labeled Dirichlet form (Eµ[m] ,Dµ[m]) on L2(Sm × S, µ[m]). (see [16]). We
quote:
Lemma 2.8 ([16, Theorems 2.4, 2.5]). Assume that (A1)–(A4) hold. Let l
be a label and let (Xm,Xm∗) be the associated m-labeled dynamics under Pupr.
Then
P
upr,[m]
(sm,sm∗) = P
upr
s ◦ (Xm,Xm∗)−1. (2.22)
Here s = u((sm, sm∗)) =
∑m
i=1 δsi + s
m∗.
Note that Puprs in the right hand side is independent of m ∈ N. Hence
(2.22) gives a sequence of coupled Sm × S-valued continuous processes with
distributions P
upr,[m]
(sm,sm∗). In this sense, there exists a natural coupling among the
m-labeled Dirichlet forms (Eµ[m] ,Dµ[m]) on L2(Sm × S, µ[m]). This coupling is
a key point of the construction of weak solutions of ISDE in [17].
We can regard Xm as a Dirichlet process of the diffusion (Xm,Xm∗) asso-
ciated with the m-labeled Dirichlet space. That is, one can regard A
[xm]
t :=
Xmt − Xm0 as a dm-dimensional additive functional given by the composition
of (Xm,Xm∗) with the coordinate function xm = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ (Rd)m. Al-
though Xm can be regarded as an additive functional of the unlabeled process
X =
∑
i δXi , X
m is no longer a Dirichlet process in this case. Indeed, as a func-
tion of X, we cannot identify Xmt without tracing the trajectory of Xs =
∑
i δXis
for s ∈ [0, t].
OnceXm can be regarded as a Dirichlet process, we can apply the Itoˆ formula
(Fukushima decomposition) and Lyons–Zheng decomposition to Xm, which are
important in proving the results in the subsequent subsections.
2.3 ISDE-representation: Logarithmic derivative
We next present the ISDE describing the labeled dynamics given by Lemma 2.7.
The key notion for this is the logarithmic derivative of µ to be introduced below.
We set L1loc(S×S, µ[1]) =
⋂∞
r=1L
1(S×S, µ[1]r ), where µ[1]r ( · ) = µ[1]( · ∩Sr×S).
Let D◦b = {g ∈ D◦; g is bounded}. We set
C∞0 (S)⊗D◦b = {
m∑
i=1
fi(x)gi(y) ; fi ∈ C∞0 (S), gi ∈ D◦b, m ∈ N}.
We now recall the notion of the logarithmic derivative of µ [17].
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Definition 2.2. An Rd-valued function dµ ∈ L1loc(S × S, µ[1])d is called the
logarithmic derivative of µ if, for all ϕ ∈ C∞0 (S)⊗D◦b,∫
S×S
dµ(x, y)ϕ(x, y)µ[1](dxdy) = −
∫
S×S
∇xϕ(x, y)µ[1](dxdy). (2.23)
We make the following assumption:
(A5) µ has a logarithmic derivative dµ.
The next lemma reveals the importance of logarithmic derivative.
Lemma 2.9 ([17]). Assume (A1)–(A5). Let X and l be as in Lemma 2.7.
Assume
b =
1
2
dµ. (2.24)
Then there exists S0 ⊂ S such that µ(S0) = 1 and that the labeled dynamics
X = (X i)i∈N under P
upr
x solves the ISDE for each x ∈ S0
dX it = dB
i
t + b(X
i
t ,X
⋄i
t )dt, i ∈ N, (2.25)
X0 = l(x), (2.26)
where B = (Bi)i∈N is the (R
d)N-valued standard Brownian motion, and X⋄it =∑
j 6=i δXjt
for X = (X i)i∈N.
Let X = (X i)i∈N be a weak solution of ISDE (2.25) and denote by Xt =∑∞
i=1 δXit the associated unlabeled process. Let µt be the distribution of Xt.
We make the following assumptions on X.
(µ-AC) The µ-absolutely continuous condition is satisfied. That is, if X0 = µ
in law, then
µt ≺ µ for all t > 0, (2.27)
where µt ≺ µ means µt is absolutely continuous with respect to µ.
(NBJ) The no-big-jump condition is satisfied. That is, if X0 = µ in law, then
P (Ir,T (X) <∞) = 1 for each r, T ∈ N, (2.28)
where Ir,T is the maximal label with which the particle intersects Sr defined by
Ir,T (X) = sup{i ∈ N ; |X it | ≤ r for some 0 ≤ t ≤ T}. (2.29)
Lemma 2.10. Assume (A1)–(A5). Then under Pupr = {Puprx }x∈S the labeled
dynamics X satisfies the conditions (µ-AC) and (NBJ).
Proof. Because the unlabeled dynamics X is µ-reversible, µt = µ for all t.
Hence (µ-AC) is obvious. The second claim follows from the Lyons–Zheng
decomposition and (2.17) as we explain below.
We review a Lyons–Zheng decomposition recalling it from Theorem 5.7.3
in [4, 296p] in the form we need. While we believe the name Lyons–Zheng
decomposition is now common, it was not used in [4].
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We note that by Lemma 2.6 no tagged particles X = (X i) explode. Let i be
fixed and let m ∈ N such that i ≤ m. We use the Dirichlet form of m-labeled
process (Xm,Xm∗) given by (2.20). Then the coordinate function xi, regarded
as a function defined on Sm × S, is locally in the domain of the Dirichlet form.
Then the additive functional A
[xi]
t := X
i
t −X i0 is a Dirichlet process. Hence one
can apply the Fukushima decomposition to A
[xi]
t to have
A
[xi]
t =M
[xi]
t +N
[xi]
t ,
where M [xi] is the continuous local martingale additive functional and N [xi] is
the continuous additive functional of locally zero energy. See Theorem 5.5.1 in
[4, 273p] for detail. In our situation it is easy to see that M
[xi]
t = B
i
t , where B
i
is a d-dimensional Brownian motion.
The Lyons–Zheng decomposition is a further decomposition of A
[xi]
t consist-
ing of two martingales. For A[xi], we have for each 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
A
[xi]
t =
1
2
M
[xi]
t +
1
2
Mˆ
[xi]
t for P
upr,[m]
µ[m]
-a.s., (2.30)
where Mˆ [xi] is the time reversal of M [xi] on [0, T ] such that
Mˆ
[xi]
t =M
[xi]
T−t(rT )−M [xi]T (rT ).
Here we set rT : C([0, T ];S
m × S)→ C([0, T ];Sm × S) such that rT (w)(t) =
w(T − t). Such a decomposition is valid for general Dirichlet forms and their
Dirichlet processes with functions locally in the domain of the Dirichlet form.
This decomposition is called the Lyons–Zheng decomposition.
In our case, because of the coupling in Lemma 2.8 and subsequent argument,
we have for each i ∈ N
X it −X i0 =
1
2
Bit +
1
2
(BiT−t(rT )−BiT (rT )) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T , Puprµ -a.s. (2.31)
Hence from the coupling in Lemma 2.8, we see
∞∑
i=1
Puprµ ({ inf
t∈[0,T ]
|X it | ≤ r}) =
∫
S×S
µ[1](dxds)P
upr,[1]
(x,s) ({ inft∈[0,T ] |X
1
t | ≤ r}) (2.32)
=P
upr,[1]
µ[1]
({ inf
t∈[0,T ]
|X1t | ≤ r}).
Then we have from (2.31), the martingale inequality, and (2.17)
P
upr,[1]
µ[1]
({ inf
t∈[0,T ]
|X1t | ≤ r}) ≤ Pupr,[1]µ[1] ({ sup
t∈[0,T ]
|X1t −X10 | ≥ |X10 | − r}) (2.33)
≤Pupr,[1]
µ[1]
({ sup
t∈[0,T ]
|B1t | ≥ |X10 | − r}) + Pupr,[1]µ[1] ({ sup
t∈[0,T ]
| Bˆ1t | ≥ |X10 | − r})
= 2P
upr,[1]
µ[1]
({ sup
t∈[0,T ]
|B1t | ≥ |X10 | − r})
≤2
∫
S×S
Erf(
|x| − r
c4T
)µ[1](dxds)
=2
∫
S
Erf(
|x| − r
c4T
)ρ1(x)dx < ∞,
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where c4 is a positive constant. Here we used (2.31) for the second line, the
martingale inequality for the fourth line, and (2.17) for the last line. Hence
putting (2.32) and (2.33) together and using Borel–Cantelli’s lemma we have
for each r ∈ N
Puprµ (lim sup
i→∞
{ inf
t∈[0,T ]
|X it | ≤ r}) = 0. (2.34)
Note that by (2.29)
Puprµ (Ir,T (X) <∞) = 1− Puprµ (lim sup
i→∞
{ inf
t∈[0,T ]
|X it | ≤ r}).
Hence we obtain (NBJ) from this and (2.34).
2.4 Finite systems in SR of interacting Brownian motions
with reflecting boundary condition
We give the SDE representation of the unlabeled process X associated with the
Dirichlet form (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) on L2(S, µ). We denote by PlwrR = {PlwrR,x} the family
of the diffusion measures given by (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) on L2(S, µ). The Dirichlet form
(E lwrR ,DlwrR ) is dominated by (Eupr,Dupr), that is,
(E lwrR ,DlwrR ) ≤ (Eupr,Dupr). (2.35)
Then from (2.35) we see that the capacity of (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) is dominated by that of
(Eupr,Dupr). Hence non-collision of tagged particles under PlwrR follows from that
of the limit diffusion X given by (Eupr,Dupr), which is assumed by (A3). With
the same reason, tagged particles under PlwrR do not hit the set (∂S)∩SR. Non-
explosion and non-entering of tagged particles under PlwrR are obvious because
they are reflecting diffusion on SR and frozen outside SR.
We now denote by X = (X i)∞i=1 the labeled process associated with X and
the label l. Then X = {Xt} is given by Xt =
∑∞
i=1 δXit from X = (X
i)∞i=1.
By definition X0 = l(X0). The process X under P
lwr
R describes the system of
interacting Brownian motions in which
1. each particle in SR moves in SR and when it hits the boundary ∂SR, it
reflects and enter the domain SR immediately,
2. the particles out of SR stay the initial positions forever.
We denote by µRs the regular conditional distribution defined by
µRs( · ) = µ( · |σ[πcR])(s) for µ-a.s. s. (2.36)
Let SRs = {y ∈ S ; πcR(y) = πcR(s)}. Then µRs is a probability measure supported
on SRs. Since we condition µRs outside SR, we regard µ
Rs as a random point
field on SR. Let µ
Rs,[1] be the 1-Campbell measure of µRs. Then we have
µRs,[1](dxdy) = ρRs,1(x)µRsx (dy)dx for x ∈ SR, (2.37)
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where ρRs,1 is the one-point correlation function of µRs and µRsx is the reduced
Palm measure of µRs conditioned at x. By the Green formula, we see for all
ϕ ∈ C∞0 (S)⊗D◦b,
−
∫
SR×S
∇xϕ(x, y)µRs,[1](dxdy) =
∫
SR×S
dµ(x, y)ϕ(x, y)µRs,[1](dxdy) (2.38)
+
∫
∂SR×S
ϕ(x, y)nR(x)SR(dx)µRsx (dy),
where SR is the Lebesgue surface measure on the boundary ∂SR and nR(x) is
the inward normal unit vector at x ∈ ∂SR. Hence for µ-a.s. s and for µRsx -a.s.
y, the logarithmic derivative dRs of µRs coincides with the sum of
dµ(x, πR(y) + π
c
R(s)) for x ∈ SR
and a singular part associated with the the boundary ∂SR. We then obtain
informally
dRs(x, y) = 1SR(x)d
µ(x, πR(y) + π
c
R(s)) + n
R(x)1∂SR(x)δx. (2.39)
Here we naturally extend the domain of dRs(x, y) to S×S by taking dRs(x, y) = 0
for x 6∈ SR. This is reasonable because particles outside SR are fixed.
By definition x(SR) coincides with the number of particles in SR for a given
configuration x. From the Green formula (2.38) we see that X = (X i)∞i=1 is the
system of infinite number of particles such that only particles in SR move and
satisfies the following SDE: For µ-a.s. s =
∑
i δsi and for µ
Rs-a.s. x =
∑
i δxi
dX it =dB
i
t +
1
2
dµ(X it ,X
⋄i
t )dt+
1
2
nR(X it)dL
R,i
t , 1 ≤ i ≤ x(SR), (2.40)
dLR,it =1∂SR(X
i
t)dL
R,i
t , 1 ≤ i ≤ x(SR), (2.41)
X it =X
i
0, i > x(SR), (2.42)
X0 =l(x), (2.43)
where l(s) = (si)
∞
i=1, l(x) = (xi)
∞
i=1, X
⋄i
t =
∑
j 6=i δXjt
, and LR,i = {LR,it } are
non-negative increasing processes; see for instance [1]. The particles outside SR
are frozen by (2.42). Hence LR,it = 0 for i > x(SR). We remark that si = xi for
all i > x(SR) for µ
s-a.s. x.
Let (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) be the Dirichlet form introduced in Lemma 2.2. Then we
can easily deduce from (A1) and (A2) that (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) is a local, quasi-regular
Dirichlet form on L2(S, µ) and that there exists the associated diffusion X. The
capacity for (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) is dominated by that for (Eupr,Dupr). Hence from (A3)
we deduce that X has also non-collision property. Clearly, each tagged particle
of X does not explode because of the definition of E lwrR . We have thus obtained
the labeled process X from the unlabeled process X and the label l. To clarify
the dependence on (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) we write X = XR,lwr. Using the Fukushima
decomposition and taking (2.39) into account, we see that X = XR,lwr is a weak
solution of SDE (2.40)–(2.43).
Let µRs be as (2.36). Then
µ( · ) =
∫
S
µRs( · )µ(ds) (2.44)
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and µRs(SRs) = 1, where SRs = {y ∈ S ; πcR(y) = πcR(s)} as before. We set
ERsR (f, g) :=
∫
S
DR[f, g]dµ
Rs =
∫
S
DR[fRs, gRs]dµ
Rs, (2.45)
DRs◦ = {f ∈ D◦ ∩ L2(S, µRs) ; ERsR (f, f) <∞},
where for a function h on S, we define the function hRs on S such that
hRs(·) = h(πR(·) + πcR(s)). (2.46)
The second equality in (2.45) is clear because for µRs-a.s. x
DR[f, g](x) = DR[f, g]Rs(x) = DR[fRs, gRs](x).
From (A1) we easily deduce that (ERsR ,DRs◦ ) is closable on L2(S, µRs). We then
denote by (ERs,lwrR ,DRs,lwrR ) the closure of (ERsR ,DRs◦ ) on L2(S, µRs). Further-
more, we see that (ERs,lwrR ,DRs,lwrR ) is a local, quasi-regular Dirichlet form on
L2(SRs, µRs). Hence there exists a diffusion X associated with (ERs,lwrR ,DRs,lwrR )
on L2(SRs, µRs). With the same reason for (E lwrR ,DlwrR ), we obtain the labeled
dynamics X from the unlabeled dynamics X. To clarify the dependence on
(ERs,lwrR ,DRs,lwrR ) we write XRs,lwr. Using the Fukushima decomposition, we de-
duce that the associated labeled diffusion is a weak solution of the SDE (2.40)–
(2.43) for µRs-a.s. x for µ-a.s. s.
Let T (S) be the tail σ-field of the configuration space S:
T (S) =
∞⋂
R=1
σ[πcR]. (2.47)
Let µs be the regular conditional probability conditioned by the tail σ-field T (S)
defined as
µs(·) = µ(·|T (S))(s). (2.48)
As S is a Polish space, such a regular conditional probability exists, and satisfies
µ(·) =
∫
S
µs(·)µ(ds). (2.49)
From the martingale convergence theorem we see that, for µ-a.s. s,
lim
R→∞
µRs(A) = µs(A) for any A ∈ B(S). (2.50)
This implies the weak convergence of {µRs} to µs for µ-a.s. s.
For given increasing sequences of natural numbers a = {a(k)}∞k=1 we set
K(a) = {s ∈ S ; s(Sk) ≤ a(k) for all k}.
Note that K(a) is compact and that, furthermore, a subset A in S is relatively
compact if and only if there exist such a sequence a satisfying A ⊂ K(a). Let
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a[r] = {a[r](k)} be a family of increasing sequences of natural numbers such
that
a[r](k) < a[r + 1](k) for all k.
Then K(a[r]) ⊂ K(a[r + 1]). Because of the compactness criteria in S as above
and compact regularity of probability measures on Polish spaces, we can take
a[r] such that
µ(K(a[r])c) ↓ 0 as r →∞. (2.51)
Hence from (2.49) and the monotone convergence theorem∫
S
lim
r→∞
µs(K(a[r])c)µ(ds) = lim
r→∞
∫
S
µs(K(a[r])c)µ(ds) = lim
r→∞
µ(K(a[r])c) = 0.
This implies µs(K(a[r])c) ↓ 0 as r →∞ for µ-a.s. s. For each R ∈ N we similarly
have µRs(K(a[r])c) ↓ 0 as r → ∞ for µ-a.s. s. Then from these and (2.50) we
obtain
lim
r→∞
sup
R∈N
µRs(K(a[r])c) = 0 for µ-a.s. s. (2.52)
We now introduce a family of cut-off functions {̟
a[r]}r∈N.
Lemma 2.11. We set a+[r] = {1+a[r](k+1)}∞k=1 for a[r] = {a[r](k)}∞k=1. For
each r there exists ̟
a[r] ∈ C0(S) satisfying the following:
0 ≤ ̟
a[r] ≤ 1, (2.53)
̟
a[r](s) =
{
1 for s ∈ K(a[r])
0 for s ∈ K(a+[r]c),
(2.54)
D[̟
a[r], ̟a[r]](s) ≤ 2 for all s ∈ S. (2.55)
Proof. Let θ ∈ C∞(R) such that 0 ≤ θ(t) ≤ 1 for all t ∈ R and θ(t) = 1 for
t ≤ 0 and θ(t) = 0 for t ≥ 1. Furthermore, we assume |θ′(t)| ≤ 2 for all t.
Let s =
∑
i δsi . We take a label l = (l
i) such that |li(s)| ≤ |li+1(s)| for all i.
We set
d
a[r](s) =
{ ∞∑
k=1
∑
i∈Jk,s(a[r])
(k − |li(s)|)2}1/2, (2.56)
where Jk,s(a[r]) = {i ; i > a[r](k), li(s) ∈ Sk}. Let
̟
a[r](s) = θ ◦ da[r](s). (2.57)
Then ̟
a[r] satisfies ̟a[r] ∈ C0(S), (2.53), and (2.54).
A straightforward calculation shows
D[̟
a[r], ̟a[r]](s) =
1
2
{θ′(d
a[r](s))
d
a[r](s)
}2 ∞∑
k=1
∑
i∈Jk,s(a[r])
(k − |li(s)|)2 (2.58)
=
1
2
(
θ′(d
a[r](s))
)2 ≤ 2.
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We thus see that ̟
a[r] satisfies (2.55).
Let
D•• = {f̟a[r]; f ∈ Dµ◦ , r ∈ N}.
Then D•• is a subset of L2(S, µ), DlwrR , and DRs,lwrR for µ-a.s. s because ̟a[r] ∈
C0(S) and satisfies (2.53)–(2.55) by Lemma 2.11.
We set the E lwrR,1-norm of f by the square root of E lwrR (f, f)+(f, f)L2(S,µ), and
the ERs,lwrR,1 -norm of f similarly. The next result shows the importance of D••.
Lemma 2.12. D•• is dense in L2(S, µ), DlwrR , and DRs,lwrR with respect to the
L2(S, µ), E lwrR,1, and ERs,lwrR,1 -norm for µ-a.s. s, respectively.
Proof. We deduce from (2.51) that D•• is dense in Dµ◦ with respect to the
L2(S, µ)-norm. We have already proved that Dµ◦ is dense in L2(S, µ) in the
proof of Lemma 2.5. Hence we conclude that D•• is dense in L2(S, µ).
Recall that by definition
E lwrR (f, f) =
∫
S
DR[f, f ]dµ for f ∈ Dµ◦ . (2.59)
We set DR[f, f ] = DR[f ]. Then we have for f ∈ Dµ◦
DR[f − f̟a[r]] = DR[f(1−̟a[r])]
≤ 2{DR[f ]|1−̟a[r]|2 + |f |2DR[1−̟a[r]]}.
From this combined with (2.51), (2.53)–(2.55), and (2.59), we see that D•• is
dense in DlwrR with respect to the E lwrR,1-norm. Replacing (2.51) by (2.52), we
deduce that D•• is dense in DRs,lwrR with respect to the ERs,lwrR,1 -norm for µ-a.s. s
similarly.
Proposition 2.13. There exists a countable subset D• of D•• such that D•
is dense in L2(S, µ), DlwrR , and DRs,lwrR for µ-a.s. s with respect to the L2(S, µ),
E lwrR,1, and ERs,lwrR,1 -norm for µ-a.s. s, respectively.
Proof. A set A with pseudometric d is called separable if there exists a countable
subset B ⊂ A being dense in A with respect to d. In general, if A is separable
with respect to d, then any subset A0 of A is also separable with respect to d.
As we see in Lemma 2.12, D•• is a dense subset of L2(S, µ), DlwrR , and DRs,lwrR
for µ-a.s. s with respect to the respective norms. Then it is enough for the claim
to prove D•• is separable with respect to the L2(S, µ), E lwrR,1, and ERs,lwrR,1 -norm
for µ-a.s. s, respectively.
Let Dµ◦,R = Dµ◦ ∩ BR and D••R = {f̟a[r]; f ∈ Dµ◦,R, r ∈ N}. We shall
prove that the set D••R is separable with respect to the L2(S, µ), E lwrR,1, and
ERs,lwrR,1 -norm for µ-a.s. s, respectively.
For f ∈ Dµ◦,R let fmR be the SmR -representation of f . Note that fmR is inde-
pendent of s because f is σ[πR]-measurable. We thus regard f
m
R as a function
defined on SmR . We see f
m
R ∈ C∞(SmR ) from f ∈ Dµ◦,R. We can regard Dµ◦,R
as a subset of
∑∞
m=0 C
∞(SmR ) by the correspondence f 7→ (fm)∞m=0. Here by
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convention C∞(S0R) is the set of constants corresponding to the functions de-
fined on the subset S0R. Let dR,N (N ∈ N ∪ {∞}) be the pseudometric on∑∞
m=0C
∞(SmR ) given by
dR,N (f, g) =
N∑
m=0
{
sup
x∈Sm
R
|fmR (x) − gmR (x)| + sup
x∈Sm
R
|∂fmR (x) − ∂gmR (x)|
}
.
Then Dµ◦,R is separable with respect to the pseudometric dR,N for each N ∈ N.
Hence we take a countable dense subset FR,N of Dµ◦,R with respect to dR,N . Let
F˜R,N = {f̟a[r]; f ∈ FR,N , r ∈ N}. (2.60)
Then F˜R,N is a countable dense subset of D••R with respect to dR,N . Let
F˜R =
⋃
N∈N
F˜R,N . (2.61)
Then F˜R is a countable dense subset of D••R with respect to dR,N for each
N ∈ N.
Let f̟
a[r] and f
′̟
a[r′] be arbitrary elements of D••R. For each r, r′ there
exists N ∈ N such that ̟
a[r](s) = ̟a[r′](s) = 0 on
∑∞
m=N+1 S
m
R . Then clearly
f̟
a[r](s) = f
′̟
a[r′](s) = 0 on
∞∑
m=N+1
SmR .
Hence
dR,∞(f̟a[r], f
′̟
a[r′]) = dR,N (f̟a[r], f
′̟
a[r′]). (2.62)
From (2.60)–(2.62) we see that F˜R is dense in D••R with respect to the metric
dR,∞.
We note that, if R′ ≤ R, then the metric dR,∞ on D••R is stronger than
the metrics given by the L2(S, µ), E lwrR′,1, and ERs,lwrR′,1 -norm for µ-a.s. s. Hence
we deduce that F˜R is dense in D••R with respect to these metrics. We thus see
that for any R′ ≤ R the set F˜R is a countable dense subset of D••R with respect
to the metrics given by the L2(S, µ), E lwrR′,1, and ERs,lwrR′,1 -norm for µ-a.s. s.
Recall that the sets D••R (R ∈ N) are increasing in R. Hence we see that
D•• =
∞⋃
R=R′
D••R. (2.63)
We now take D• := ∪R=R′ F˜R. Then from the argument as above we see that,
for any R ≥ R′, the set D• contains a countable dense subset F˜R in D••R with
respect to the L2(S, µ), E lwrR′,1, and ERs,lwrR′,1 -norm for µ-a.s. s. From this and (2.63)
we see that D• is a countable dense subset of D•• with respect to the L2(S, µ),
E lwrR′,1, and ERs,lwrR′,1 -norm for µ-a.s. s. Retaking R′ as R implies the claim.
LetXR,lwr be the weak solution of the SDE (2.40)–(2.43) given by the Dirich-
let form (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) on L2(S, µ). Recall the disintegration of µ given by (2.44):
µ =
∫
S
µRsµ(ds). (2.64)
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Taking (2.64) into account, we introduce a new weak solution of (2.40)–(2.43).
For µ-a.s. s, we denote by XRs,lwr the weak solution of the SDE (2.40)–(2.43)
given by the Dirichlet form (ERs,lwrR ,DRs,lwrR ) on L2(S, µRs).
The next result provides a dynamical counterpart of the decomposition
(2.64).
Proposition 2.14. For µ-a.s. s, XR,lwr = XRs,lwr in distribution for µRs-a.s. x.
Proof. Let T lwrR,t and T
Rs,lwr
R,t be the semi-groups given by the Dirichlet forms
(E lwrR ,DlwrR ) and (ERs,lwrR ,DRs,lwrR ) on L2(S, µ) and L2(S, µRs), respectively. Then
to prove Proposition 2.14 it is sufficient to prove the coincidence of these two
semi-groups.
Let D• be the set given by Proposition 2.13. Then D• is a countable dense
subset of L2(S, µ), DlwrR , and DRs,lwrR for µ-a.s. s with respect to L2(S, µ), E lwrR,1,
and ERs,lwrR,1 -norm for µ-a.s. s, respectively.
From (2.5), (2.44) and (2.45) we have for f, g ∈ D•
E lwrR (f, g) =
∫
S
ERs,lwrR (fRs, gRs)µ(ds). (2.65)
Here for a function h on S let hRs be as (2.46). Then we see for f, g ∈ D•∫
S
f(s)g(s)µ(ds)−
∫
S
T lwrR,tf(s)g(s)µ(ds) =
∫ t
0
E lwrR (T lwrR,uf, g)du, (2.66)∫
S
fRs(x)gRs(x)µ
Rs(dx)−
∫
S
TRs,lwrR,t (fRs)(x)gRs(x)µ
Rs(dx) (2.67)
=
∫ t
0
ERs,lwrR (TRs,lwrR,u (fRs), gRs)du
for µ-a.s. s. We recall that D• is countable. Hence, for µ-a.s. s, (2.67) holds for
all f, g ∈ D•. Because the particles outside SR are frozen, we easily see that for
f, g ∈ D• and for µ-a.s. s
T lwrR,t(fRs) (x) = (T
lwr
R,tf)Rs (x) for µ
Rs-a.s. x, (2.68)
TRs,lwrR,t (fRs) (x) = (T
Rs,lwr
R,t f)Rs(x) for µ
Rs-a.s. x. (2.69)
In the following we write T lwrR,tfRs = T
lwr
R,t(fRs) and T
Rs,lwr
R,t fRs = T
Rs,lwr
R,t (fRs).
From (2.44) and the definition hRs(·) = h(πR(·) + πcR(s)) we have∫
S
f(s)g(s)µ(ds) =
∫
S
{∫
S
fRs(x)gRs(x)µ
Rs(dx)
}
µ(ds). (2.70)
Replacing f with T lwrR,tf in (2.70) and using (2.68) we have∫
S
T lwrR,tf(s)g(s)µ(ds) =
∫
S
∫
S
(T lwrR,tf)Rs(x)gRs(x)µ
Rs(dx)µ(ds) (2.71)
=
∫
S
∫
S
T lwrR,tfRs(x)gRs(x)µ
Rs(dx)µ(ds).
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Note that E lwrR (T lwrR,uf, T lwrR,uf) ≤ E lwrR (f, f). With the same reason as (2.65) and
from (2.68) we have for all f, g ∈ D•
E lwrR (T lwrR,uf, g) =
∫
S
ERs,lwrR ((T lwrR,uf)Rs, gRs)µ(ds) (2.72)
=
∫
S
ERs,lwrR (T lwrR,ufRs, gRs)µ(ds).
Putting (2.70)–(2.72) into (2.66) and using the Fubini theorem we obtain∫
S
{∫
S
fRs(x)gRs(x)µ
Rs(dx)
}
µ(ds)−
∫
S
{∫
S
T lwrR,tfRs(x)gRs(x)µ
Rs(dx)
}
µ(ds)
=
∫
S
{∫ t
0
ERs,lwrR (T lwrR,ufRs, gRs)du
}
µ(ds).
From this combined with (2.44), (2.45), and the definition of DR we see for
µ-a.s. s∫
S
fRs(x)gRs(x)µ
Rs(dx)−
∫
S
T lwrR,tfRs(x)gRs(x)µ
Rs(dx) =
∫ t
0
ERs,lwrR (T lwrR,ufRs, gRs)du.
Comparing this with (2.67), we see that f 7→ T lwrR,tfRs is the semi-group asso-
ciated with the Dirichlet form (ERs,lwrR ,DRs,lwrR ) on L2(S, µRs). We note here
f = fRs for µ
Rs-a.s. Therefore, for µ-a.s. s,
T lwrR,tf(x) = T
lwr
R,tfRs(x) = T
Rs,lwr
R,t f(x) for µ
Rs-a.s. x. (2.73)
Here we used µRs(SRs) = 1, where SRs = {y ∈ S ; πcR(y) = πcR(s)} as before.
The weak solutions XR,lwr and XRs,lwr are associated with the semi-groups
T lwrR,t and T
Rs,lwr
R,t , respectively. Hence from (2.73) we deduce that these are
equivalent in distribution. We thus see that the weak solutions of SDE (2.40)–
(2.43) given by these Dirichlet forms are the same.
3 Statements of the main results
In this section we present our main results. Let b ∈ L1loc(S × S, µ[1]) be a
coefficient of ISDE (3.3) below. We introduce cut-off coefficients br,s,p of b. Let
Cb(S × S) be the set of all bounded continuous functions on S × S. Then the
main requirements for them are the following:
(A6) br,s,p ∈ Cb(S × S) for each r, s, p ∈ N with r < s, and
lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
sup
R≥r+s+1
‖ br,s,p − b ‖L1loc(S×S, µRs,[1])= 0 for µ-a.s. s, (3.1)
where µRs,[1] is the one-Campbell measure of µRs, and L1loc(S × S, µRs,[1]) is
equipped with the semi-norm such that L1(Sk × S, µRs,[1]) for each k ∈ N.
We shall present a sufficient condition of (A6) in Section 6.
Let PR
l(x) be the distribution of the weak solution of SDE (2.40)–(2.43) given
by the Dirichlet form (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) on L2(S, µ). The first main theorem of this
paper is the following.
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Theorem 3.1. Assume that (A1)–(A6) hold. Then the sequence {PR
l(x)}R∈N
converges weakly in C([0,∞);SN) to P∞
l(x) for µ-a.s. x, that is, for any F ∈
Cb(C([0,∞);SN))
lim
R→∞
∫
C([0,∞);SN)
FdPR
l(x) =
∫
C([0,∞);SN)
FdP∞
l(x). (3.2)
For µ-a.s. x, the process X = (X i)i∈N under P
∞
l(x) is a weak solution of the ISDE
dX it = dB
i
t + b(X
i
t ,X
⋄i
t )dt for i ∈ N, (3.3)
X0 = l(x) (3.4)
satisfying conditions (µ-AC) and (NBJ). Furthermore, X = (X i)i∈N under
P∞
l(x) is associated with the resolvent {Glwrα } of the Dirichlet form (E lwr,Dlwr) on
L2(S, µ) in the following sense:
Glwrα (f)(x) = E
∞
l(x)[
∫ ∞
0
e−αtf(u(Xt))dt], (3.5)
where f ∈ L2(S, µ), u(Xt) =
∑∞
i=1 δXit , and E
∞
l(x) is the expectation with respect
to P∞
l(x).
Because (E lwr,Dlwr) on L2(S, µ) is a Dirichlet form, there exists the associated
Markovian semi-group on L2(S, µ) whose resolvent is Glwrα in Theorem 3.1. We
have however not yet constructed the associated diffusion. Only a stationary
Markov process is thus constructed at this stage. In general, we have to prove
the locality and quasi-regularity of the Dirichlet form (E lwr,Dlwr) on L2(S, µ) for
the existence of the associated diffusion.
The next theorem establishes the existence of the associated diffusion by
proving the identity between the Dirichlet forms (E lwr,Dlwr) and (Eupr,Dupr).
We introduce another Dirichlet form (E+,D+). Recall that b = 12dµ by
(2.24), where dµ is the logarithmic derivative of µ defined by (2.23). Put
D+ =
{
f ∈ L2(S, µ); there exists f ′ ∈ L2(S × S, µ[1])d such that
−
∫
S×S
f(δx + y){∇xϕ(x, y) + dµ(x, y)ϕ(x, y)}µ[1](dxdy)
=
∫
S×S
f ′(x, y)ϕ(x, y)µ[1](dxdy) for ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Sint)⊗D◦b
}
.
Let us denote the distributional derivative f ′ by Dxf and set
E+(f, g) =
∫
S×S
1
2
Dxf ·Dxg µ[1](dxdy), f, g ∈ D+.
We now state our second main theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Assume (A1)–(A6). Assume that a family of weak solutions
of ISDE (2.25)–(2.26) defined for µ-a.s. x satisfying (µ-AC) and (NBJ) are
unique in law for µ-a.s. x. Then
(Eupr,Dupr) = (E lwr,Dlwr) = (E+,D+). (3.6)
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• If Ψ ∈ C30 (Rd) or hard-core potential of the form Ψ(x) = 1U (x), where
U = {|x| ≤ r}, and Ψ is a Ruelle-class interaction potential, then Lang [10,
11], Fritz [3], Tanemura [23], and others proved the pathwise uniqueness of
stationary solutions for the associated grand canonical Gibbs measures (see
Section 7.2). The potential Ψ(x) = 1U (x) does not satisfies (A6). It is plausible
that Theorem 3.1 can be generalized to be applicable to this type of potentials.
• For sineβ random point field µsine,β with β ≥ 1, Tsai [25] proved the
pathwise uniqueness of weak solutions and the existence of strong solutions for
µsine,β-a.s.s. In [17], the existence of weak solutions whose unlabeled dynamics
are µsine,β-reversible was proved for β = 1, 2, 4. Combining these, we see that
the assumptions in Theorem 3.2 are fulfilled for µsine,β with β = 1, 2, 4 (see
Section 7.1).
4 Proof of Theorem 3.1
In this section we prove Theorem 3.1. Let µs be as in (2.48).
Lemma 4.1. Assume that µ satisfies (A1)–(A6). Then µs satisfies (A1)–
(A6) for µ-a.s. s.
Proof. This lemma follows from disintegration of µ on µs, and also the dis-
integration of their correlation functions and density functions, and Fubini’s
theorem.
Let XRs = (XRs,i)∞i=1 be the labeled diffusion process starting at l(x) whose
unlabeled process is associated with the Dirichlet form (ERs,lwrR ,DRs,lwrR ) intro-
duced in Section 2.4. Although we wrote XRs as XRs,lwr in Section 2.4, we
omit lwr to simplify the notation. This omission yields no confusion because of
Proposition 2.14.
To clarify the dependence on R and s, we write XRs = (XRs,i)∞i=1 instead
of X = (X i)∞i=1 below. Recall that x(SR) equals the number of particles in SR.
Suppose that x(SR) ≥ m. We set the m-labeled process XRs,[m] such that
X
Rs,[m]
t = (X
Rs,1
t , X
Rs,2
t , . . . , X
Rs,m
t ,
∞∑
j=m+1
δXRs,jt
), (4.1)
where we freeze particles outside SR. Hence, X
Rs,i
t = X
Rs,i
0 for all t if i >
x(SR). From (4.1) we have consistency such that, if we denote by X
Rs,[m],i
t the
i-th component of X
Rs,[m]
t from the beginning for 1 ≤ i ≤ m to clarify the
dependence on m, then
X
Rs,[m],i
t = X
Rs,[m+1],i
t = X
Rs,i
t (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m).
It is known [16] thatXRs,[m] is the diffusion process associated with the Dirichlet
form
ERs,[m](f, g) =
∫
Sm
R
×S
{1
2
m∑
i=1
∇if · ∇ig + DR[f, g]}(x, s)µRs,[m](dxds)
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on L2(Sm × S, µRs,[m]), where the domain DRs,[m] is taken as the closure of{
f ∈ C∞0 (Sm)⊗D◦; ERs,[m](f, f) <∞
}
∩ L2(Sm × S, µRs,[m]).
We set fi(x, s) = xi ⊗ 1. We can thus write for 1 ≤ i ≤ m
XRs,it −XRs,i0 = fi(XRs,[m]t )− fi(XRs,[m]0 ) =: A[fi],[m]t .
Because the coordinate function xi = xi ⊗ 1 belongs to DRs,[m], A[fi],[m] is an
additive functional of the m-labeled diffusion XRs,[m] (see [4] for additive func-
tional). We remark here that the m-point correlation function of µRs vanishes
outside SR.
Applying the Fukushima decomposition to fi, the additive functional A
[fi],[m]
t
can be decomposed as a sum of a unique continuous local martingale additive
functional MRs,i and an additive functional of zero energy NRs,i:
XRs,it −XRs,i0 =MRs,it +NRs,it .
We refer to [4, Theorem 5.2.2] for the Fukushima decomposition.
We recall another decomposition of A
[fi],[m]
t called the Lyons–Zheng decom-
position [4, Theorem 5.7.3]. Let rT : C([0, T ];S)→ C([0, T ];S) be such that
rT (X)t = XT−t. Suppose that the distribution of X
Rs,[m]
0 is µ
Rs,[m], or more
generally, absolutely continuous with respect to µRs,[m]. Then from the Lyons–
Zheng decomposition we obtain
XRs,it −XRs,i0 =
1
2
MRs,it +
1
2
(MRs,iT−t(rT )−MRs,iT (rT )) a.s. (4.2)
From (2.40) and fi(x, s) = xi ⊗ 1 we see that MRs,i = Bi for 1 ≤ i ≤ x(SR),
and hence (4.2) becomes a simple form. That is, for 1 ≤ i ≤ x(SR)
XRs,it −XRs,i0 =
1
2
Bit +
1
2
(BiT−t(rT )−BiT (rT )). (4.3)
For x(SR) < i < ∞ we have XRs,it = XRs,i0 = li(x) by definition. Thus (4.3) is
enough for our purpose. The decomposition (4.3) will be the main tool in this
section.
We set the maximal module variable X
Rs,m
of the first m-particles by
X
Rs,m
= max
1≤i≤m
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|XRs,it |. (4.4)
Throughout this section we fix T ∈ N. From (4.3) and (4.4) we obtain
Lemma 4.2. Assume that the distribution of XRs0 is µ
Rs ◦ l−1. Then there
exists a positive constant c5 such that for 0 ≤ t, u ≤ T
sup
R∈N
m∑
i=1
E[|XRs,it −XRs,iu |4] ≤ c5m|t− u|2. (4.5)
Furthermore, for each m ∈ N
lim
a→∞
lim inf
R→∞
P (X
Rs,m ≤ a) = 1, (4.6)
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and for each r ∈ N
lim
l→∞
inf
R∈N
P (Ir,T (X
Rs) ≤ l) = 1, (4.7)
where Ir,T is defined by (2.29).
Proof. From (4.3), we obtain
2|XRs,it −XRs,i0 | ≤ |Bit |+ |BiT−t(rT )−BiT (rT )| a.s. (4.8)
From (4.8) we easily obtain (4.5).
Recall that l(x) = (li(x))i∈N ∈ SN is a label. From (2.50) we obtain for
A ∈ B(SN)
lim
R→∞
µRs ◦ l−1(A) = µs ◦ l−1(A). (4.9)
Equation (4.6) follows straightforwardly from (4.8) and (4.9).
We deduce from (4.8)
P
(
inf
t∈[0,T ]
|XRs,it | ≤ r
)
≤ P
(
|XRs,i0 | − r ≤ sup
t∈[0,T ]
|XRs,it −XRs,i0 |
)
(4.10)
≤P
(
2{|XRs,i0 | − r} ≤ sup
t∈[0,T ]
{|Bit |+ |BiT−t(rT )−BiT (rT )|}
)
≤P
(
|XRs,i0 | − r ≤ sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Bit|
)
+ P
(
|XRs,i0 | − r ≤ sup
t∈[0,T ]
|BiT−t(rT )−BiT (rT )|
)
=2P
(
|li(x)| − r ≤ sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Bit |
)
≤4d
∫
S
Erf(
|x| − r√
T
)µ ◦ (li)−1(dx).
Then we deduce from (2.29) and (4.10) that
sup
R∈N
P
(
Ir,T (X
Rs) ≥ l
)
≤
∞∑
i>l
sup
R∈N
P
(
inf
t∈[0,T ]
|XRs,it | ≤ r
)
(4.11)
≤ 4d
∞∑
i>l
∫
S
Erf(
|x| − r√
T
)µ ◦ (li)−1(dx).
From (A4) we deduce
∞∑
i=1
∫
S
Erf(
|x| − r√
T
)µ ◦ (li)−1(dx) =
∫
S
Erf(
|x| − r√
T
)ρ1(x)dx <∞. (4.12)
From (4.11)–(4.12) we obtain (4.7).
From the conditions above we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Make the same assumption as in Lemma 4.2. Then for each
i, a, R ∈ N such that i ≤ m
P
(
LRs,iT = 0 ; X
Rs,m ≤ a) = 1 for a < R. (4.13)
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Proof. Recall that by (2.41) we have
LRs,it =
∫ t
0
1∂SR(X
Rs,i
u )dL
Rs,i
u .
Then LR,i = {LRs,it } is non-negative and increases only when {XRs,it } touches
the boundary ∂SR = {|x| = R}. Hence LRs,iT = 0 for all a < R on {X
Rs,m ≤ a},
which implies (4.13).
Let br,s,p be as in (A6) and put
BRs,ir,s,p(t) =
∫ t
0
br,s,p(X
Rs,i
u ,X
Rs,⋄i
u )du. (4.14)
We set for m ∈ N
XRs,m = (XRs,i)mi=1, B
Rs,m
r,s,p = (B
Rs,i
r,s,p)
m
i=1, and L
Rs,m = (LRs,i)mi=1.
Let XRs = (XRs,i)∞i=1 and consider random variables
V
Rs,m
r,s,p = (X
Rs,m,BRs,mr,s,p ,L
Rs,m), (4.15)
W
Rs
r,s,p =
(
(XRs,n,BRs,nr,s,p,L
Rs,n)∞n=1,X
Rs
)
. (4.16)
By construction, VRs,mr,s,p and W
Rs
r,s,p are functionals of X
Rs. Hence we can regard
V
Rs,m
r,s,p and W
Rs
r,s,p are defined on a common probability space. Let
σRs,ma = inf{0 ≤ t ≤ T ; max
1≤i≤m
∣∣XRs,it ∣∣ ≥ a}.
Let Ξm = C([0, T ];Sm) × C([0, T ];Rdm)2 and Ξm0 = C([0, T ];Sm) × BV × C+,
where
BV = {η = (ηi)mi=1 ∈ C([0, T ];Rdm); η is bounded variation},
C+ = {ζ = (ζi)mi=1 ∈ C([0, T ];Rdm); ζ is non-decreasing}.
We say a sequence of random variables is tight if for any subsequence we can
choose a subsequence that is convergent in law. We also remark that tightness
in C([0, T ];SN) for all T ∈ N is equivalent to tightness in C([0,∞);SN) because
we equip C([0,∞);SN) with a compact uniform norm.
Lemma 4.4. Make the same assumption as in Lemma 4.2. Then for µ-a.s. s,
the following hold for all T ∈ N.
(1) {VRs,mr,s,p (· ∧ σRs,ma )}r,s,p,R∈N is tight in C([0, T ]; Ξm) for each m, a ∈ N.
(2) {VRs,mr,s,p }r,s,p,R∈N is tight in C([0, T ]; Ξm) for each m ∈ N.
(3)
{
W
Rs
r,s,p
}
r,s,p,R∈N
is tight in
∏∞
n=1 C([0, T ]; Ξ
n)× C([0, T ];SN).
Proof. We remark that tightness of VRs,mr,s,p (· ∧ σRs,ma ) follows from that of each
component XRs,m(·∧σRs,ma ), BRs,mr,s,p (·∧σRs,ma ), and LRs,m(·∧σRs,ma ). Tightness
of {XRs,m(· ∧ σRs,ma )}R∈N follows from Lemma 4.2. Tightness of {LRs,m(· ∧
σRs,ma )}R∈N follows from Lemma 4.3.
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Recall that br,s,p ∈ Cb(S × S) by (A6). Then tightness of {BRs,mr,s,p (· ∧
σRs,ma )}r,s,p,R∈N follows from (4.14) with a straightforward calculation. We thus
obtain (1).
In general, a family of probability measures ma in a Polish space is compact
under the topology of weak convergence if and only if for any ǫ > 0 there exists
a compact set K such that infama(K) ≥ 1− ǫ. Using this we conclude (2) from
(1) combined with (4.6).
With the same reason as the proof of (1), we obtain (3) from (1) and (2).
Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 imply that for any subsequence of
{
VRsr,s,p(· ∧
σRs,ma )
}
r,s,p,R∈N
,
{
VRsr,s,p
}
r,s,p,R∈N
, and {WRsr,s,p}r,s,p,R∈N there exist convergent-
in-law subsequences, denoted by the same symbols, such that the following
convergence in law holds:
lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
lim
R→∞
V
Rs,m
r,s,p (· ∧ σRs,ma ) =
(
Xs,ma ,B
s,m
a , 0,X
s
a
)
for each m ∈ N,
(4.17)
lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
lim
R→∞
V
Rs,m
r,s,p =
(
Xs,m,Bs,m, 0,Xs
)
for each m ∈ N, (4.18)
lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
lim
R→∞
W
Rs
r,s,p =
(
(Xs,n,Bs,n, 0)∞n=1,X
s
)
. (4.19)
Here the subscript a in the right hand side of (4.17) denotes the dependence
on a. We note that the convergence limR→∞ L
Rs,m(· ∧ σRs,ma ) = 0 follows from
Lemma 4.3. From Lemma 4.4 (3), we have consistency:
Xs,m = (X s,1, . . . , X s,m).
Here X s,i in the right hand side is the i-th component of Xs = (X s,i)∞i=1. The
same holds for Bs,n and we write Bs,n = (Bs,i)ni=1 This is the reason why we
extend the state space in (3) of Lemma 4.4 from that in (1) and (2).
We next check consistency in a in the limits in (4.17) and (4.18). Without
loss of generality, we can assume
P ({Xs,m = a}) = 0. (4.20)
Indeed, if not, we can choose an increasing sequence {n(a)}a∈N of positive num-
bers diverges to infinity such that P ({XRs,m = n(a)}) = 0 instead of {a}a∈N.
Let
σs,ma = inf{0 ≤ t ≤ T ; max
1≤i≤m
∣∣X s,it ∣∣ ≥ a}.
Then from (4.20) we deduce that the discontinuity points of the stopping time
σs,ma are of probability zero. Hence from convergence in (4.17) and (4.18) we
have (
Xs,ma ,B
s,m
a , 0,X
s
a
)
( · ) = (Xs,m,Bs,m, 0,Xs)( · ∧ σs,ma ). (4.21)
We set XRs,⋄it =
∑
j 6=i δXRs,jt
for XRs = (XRs,it )
∞
i=1. Using reversibility of
diffusions, we obtain the following dynamic estimates from the static condition
(A6).
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Lemma 4.5. Make the same assumption as in Lemma 4.2. Furthermore, we
assume (A6). Then for µ-a.s. s and for each i ∈ N
lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
sup
R≥r+s+1
E
[ ∫ T
0
1Sr(X
Rs,i
t )
∣∣{br,s,p − b}(XRs,it ,XRs,⋄it )∣∣dt] = 0,
(4.22)
lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
E
[ ∫ T
0
1Sr(X
s,i)
∣∣{br,s,p − b}(X s,it ,Xs,⋄it )∣∣dt] = 0. (4.23)
Proof. Let XRs be the unlabeled diffusion such that XRst =
∑∞
i=1 δXRs,it
. Be-
cause the diffusion XRs is associated with the Dirichlet form (ERs,lwrR ,DRs,lwrR )
introduced in Section 2.4, XRs is µRs-reversible. Then because of reversibility
we have for all t
E
[
1Sr(X
Rs,i
t )
∣∣{br,s,p − b}(XRs,it ,XRs,⋄it )∣∣] (4.24)
≤E[ ∞∑
i=1
1Sr(X
Rs,i
t )
∣∣{br,s,p − b}(XRs,it ,XRs,⋄it )∣∣]
=E
[ ∞∑
i=1
1Sr(X
Rs,i
0 )
∣∣{br,s,p − b}(XRs,i0 ,XRs,⋄i0 )∣∣]
=
∫
S
∑
xi∈Sr
1Sr(xi)
∣∣{br,s,p − b}(xi, ∞∑
j 6=i
δxj)
∣∣µRs(dx),
where we set x =
∑
i δxi ∈ S. Then we obtain (4.22) from (3.1) and (4.24).
Recall that b ∈ L1loc(S × S, µ[1]). Then br,s,p − b ∈ L1loc(S × S, µ[1]). Hence
br,s,p − b ∈ L1loc(S × S, µs,[1]) for µ-a.s. s.
From this and the martingale convergence theorem, we obtain from (3.1) that
lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
‖ br,s,p − b ‖L1loc(S×S, µs,[1])= 0 for µ-a.s. s.
Then we can prove (4.23) in the same way as (4.22).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. From (4.5) and (4.6) in Lemma 4.2 {PR
l(x)}R∈N is tight
in C([0,∞);SN). Let P∞
l(x) be an arbitrary limit point of {PRl(x)}R∈N. Define
the map upath from C([0,∞);SN) to the space of σ-finite measure valued paths
defined by
upath(X)t := u(Xt) =
∑
i
δXit for X = (X
i).
Then upath(X) = {upath(X)t} is the unlabeled process associated with X by
definition. By Proposition 2.14 the distributions {PR
l(x) ◦ u−1path}R∈N of the un-
labeled processes converge in finite-dimensional distributions. Hence the limit
point P∞
l(x) ◦ u−1path is unique. From this we easily see that the limit point P∞l(x) of
{PR
l(x)}R∈N is unique. We therefore obtain (3.2), the first claim of Theorem 3.1.
The condition (3.4) is obvious from (2.43). From Lemma 2.3 and Propo-
sition 2.14 we obtain (3.5). The condition (µ-AC) is clear because the limit
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unlabeled dynamics are associated with the symmetric Dirichlet form (E lwr,Dlwr)
on L2(S, µ).
We next prove (3.3). For ψ ∈ C∞0 (Sm), let F : Ξm0 → C([0, T ];R) such that
F (ξ, η, ζ)(t) = ψ(ξ(t)) − ψ(ξ(0))−
∫ t
0
m∑
j=1
∇jψ(ξ(u)) · dηj(u) (4.25)
−
∫ t
0
m∑
j=1
∇jψ(ξ(u)) · ζj(du)−
∫ t
0
m∑
j=1
1
2
△jψ(ξ(u))du.
From Itoˆ-Tanaka formula, (2.40)–(2.42), and dµ = 2b, we deduce that for each
m ∈ N
sup
R≥r+s+1
E
[
sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣∣F (XRs,m,BRs,mr,s,p ,LRs,m)(t) − m∑
j=1
∫ t
0
∇jψ(XRs,mu )dBju
∣∣∣]
(4.26)
≤ c6(s,m, r, s, p)
{ m∑
j=1
sup
x∈Sm
|∇jψ(x)|
}
,
where we set
c6(s,m, r, s, p) = sup
R≥r+s+1
m∑
i=1
E
[ ∫ T
0
1Sr(X
Rs,i
t )
∣∣{br,s,p − b}(XRs,it ,XRs,⋄it )∣∣dt].
(4.27)
We deduce from (4.22) and (4.27) that c6 satisfy for µ-a.s. s and for each m ∈ N
lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
c6(s,m, r, s, p) = 0. (4.28)
Take ψ = ψQ ∈ C∞0 (Sm) such that ψQ(x1, . . . , xm) = xi for {|xi| ≤ Q}. Let
a,Q,R ∈ N be such that a < Q,R. Recall that LRs,mt = 0 by Lemma 4.3. Then
we deduce from (4.25) and Itoˆ-Tanaka formula that
F (XRs,m,BRs,mr,s,p ,L
Rs,m)(t ∧ σRs,ma )−
m∑
j=1
∫ t∧σRs,ma
0
∇jψQ(XRs,mu )dBju (4.29)
= XRs,i(t ∧ σRs,ma )−XRs,i(0)− BRs,ir,s,p(t ∧ σRs,ma )−Bit∧σRs,ma ,
where we write Yt = Y (t) for a stochastic process Y = {Yt}. We also remark
that {Bi}∞i=1 is (Rd)N-valued Brownian motion taken to be independent of R.
We write Xs,ma = (X
s,i
a )
∞
i=1 and X
s,i
a = {X s,ia,t}. We set
lim
r,s,p,R
= lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
lim
R→∞
.
We have from (4.17), (4.29), (4.26), and (4.28) that
E
[
sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣X s,ia,t −X s,ia,0 − Bs,ia,t −Bit∧σs,ma ∣∣] (4.30)
= lim
r,s,p,R
E
[
sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣XRs,i(t ∧ σRs,ma )−XRs,i(0)− BRs,ir,s,p(t ∧ σRs,ma )−Bit∧σRs,ma ∣∣]
= lim
r,s,p,R
E
[
sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣F (XRs,m,BRs,mr,s,p ,LRs,m)(t ∧ σRs,ma )− m∑
j=1
∫ t∧σRs,ma
0
∇jψQ(XRs,mu )dBju
∣∣]
= 0.
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Here the second and the third lines follow from (4.17) and (4.29), respectively.
We obtain the last line from (4.26) and (4.28). From (4.30) we deduce
X s,ia,t −X s,ia,0 − Bs,ia,t −Bit∧σs,ma = 0 for all t. (4.31)
Then from (4.21) and (4.31) we have for all a ∈ N
X s,i
t∧σs,ma
−X s,i0 − Bs,it∧σs,ma −B
i
t∧σs,ma
= 0 for all t. (4.32)
From P (lima→∞ σ
s,m
a =∞) = 1, (4.32) implies
X s,it −X s,i0 − Bs,it −Bit = 0 for all t. (4.33)
So it only remains to calculate the representation of Bs,i.
We now recall BRs,mr,s,p = (B
Rs,i
r,s,p)
m
i=1 and B
Rs,i
r,s,p(t) =
∫ t
0
br,s,p(X
Rs,i
u ,X
Rs,⋄i
u )du
by definition. We then deduce from (4.15), (4.18), and (4.23) combined with
br,s,p ∈ Cb(S × S) that
B
s,i
t = lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
lim
R→∞
BRs,ir,s,p(t) by (4.15) and (4.18)
(4.34)
= lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
lim
R→∞
∫ t
0
br,s,p(X
Rs,i
u ,X
Rs,⋄i
u )du by definition
= lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
∫ t
0
br,s,p(X
s,i
u ,X
s,⋄i
u )du by br,s,p ∈ Cb(S × S)
= lim
r→∞
∫ t
0
1Sr(X
s,i
u )b(X
s,i
u ,X
s,⋄i
u )du by (4.23)
=
∫ t
0
b(X s,iu ,X
s,⋄i
u )du in law.
Putting (4.33)–(4.34) together yields
X s,it −X s,i0 −
∫ t
0
b(X s,iu ,X
s,⋄i
u )du −Bit = 0. (4.35)
From (4.35) we obtain (3.3).
We finally prove (NBJ). Let
P∞µ =
∫
S
P∞
l(x)µ(dx). (4.36)
From (3.3) it is not difficult to see that for each l ∈ N
P∞µ (∂{Ir,T (X) ≤ l}) = 0. (4.37)
Here ∂{Ir,T (X) ≤ l} denotes the boundary of the set {Ir,T (X) ≤ l}. Let PRµ be
the distribution of XR,lwr with initial distribution µ. From Proposition 2.14 and
(3.2) we see that {PRµ } converge weakly to P∞µ . Combining this with (4.37) we
see
P∞µ (Ir,T (X) ≤ l) = lim
R→∞
PRµ (Ir,T (X) ≤ l) ≥ inf
R∈N
PRµ (Ir,T (X) ≤ l). (4.38)
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Using this, Proposition 2.14 and (4.7) we then obtain
P∞µ (Ir,T (X) <∞) = lim
l→∞
P∞µ (Ir,T (X) ≤ l)
≥ lim
l→∞
inf
R∈N
PRµ (Ir,T (X) ≤ l) by (4.38)
= lim
l→∞
inf
R∈N
∫
S
P (Ir,T (X
Rs) ≤ l)µ(ds) by Proposition 2.14
=1 by (4.7) .
This implies (NBJ). We have thus completed the proof of Theorem 3.1.
5 Proof of Theorem 3.2
In this section we prove Theorem 3.2. Let µRs,[1](dxdy) = ρRs,1(x)µRsx (dy)dx as
in (2.37). Let
DRs,+R = {f ∈ L2(S, µRs); there exists fRs ∈ L2(SR × S, µRs,[1])d such that
−
∫
SR×S
f(δx + y){∇xϕ(x, y) + dµ(x, y)ϕ(x, y)}µRs,[1](dxdy)
=
∫
SR×S
fRs(x, y)ϕ(x, y)µ
Rs,[1](dxdy) for ϕ ∈ C∞0 (SintR )⊗D◦b}.
Denote fRs by DRs,xf . We introduce the bilinear form ERs,+R with domain DRs,+R
such that
ERs,+R (f, g) =
∫
SR×S
1
2
DRs,xf ·DRs,xg µRs,[1](dxdy), (5.1)
DRs,+R,◦ = {f ∈ D◦ ∩ L2(S, µRs) ; ERs,+R (f, f) <∞}. (5.2)
Lemma 5.1. For µ-a.s. s, the following hold.
(1) (ERs,+R ,DRs,+R,◦ ) is closable on L2(S, µRs) for each R ∈ N.
(2) (ERs,+R ,DRs,+R ) is the closure of (ERs,+R ,DRs,+R,◦ ) on L2(S, µRs) for each R ∈ N.
(3) (ERs,lwrR ,DRs,lwrR ) = (ERs,+R ,DRs,+R ) for each R ∈ N.
Proof. We easily see from (A1) that µRs,[1] has a labeled densitymRs,[1](x, y1, . . . , ym)
with respect to the Lebesgue measure on S1+mR such that
c−17 e
−Φ(x)−
∑
m
i=1 Φ(yi)−
∑
m
i=1 Ψ(x,yi)−
∑
m
i<i′
Ψ(yi,yi′) (5.3)
≤ mRs,[1](x, y1, . . . , ym)
≤ c7e−Φ(x)−
∑m
i=1 Φ(yi)−
∑m
i=1Ψ(x,yi)−
∑m
i<i′
Ψ(yi,yi′),
where s(SR) = 1+m, m ∈ N∪{0}, πcR(s) =
∑∞
j=m+2 δsj for l(s) = (si)
∞
i=1. Fur-
thermore, c7 is a positive constant depending on (Φ,Ψ), π
c
R(s), andm. For µ-a.s.
s, (ERs,+R ,DRs,+R,◦ ) can be regarded as a form on L2(S1+mR ,mRs,[1]dxdy1 · · · dym).
Hence we deduce (1) and (2) from (5.3). Once we regard (ERs,+R ,DRs,+R,◦ ) as a
form in finite dimensions as above, (3) is obvious.
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We next introduce the Dirichlet form (E+R ,D+R). Let
D+R = {f ∈ L2(S, µ); there exists fR ∈ L2(SR × S, µ[1])d such that (5.4)
−
∫
SR×S
f(δx + y){∇xϕ(x, y) + dµ(x, y)ϕ(x, y)}µ[1](dxdy)
=
∫
SR×S
fR(x, y)ϕ(x, y)µ
[1](dxdy) for ϕ ∈ C∞0 (SintR )⊗D◦b}.
Let us denote fR by DR,xf , and set for f, g ∈ D+R
E+R (f, g) =
∫
SR×S
1
2
DR,xf ·DR,xg µ[1](dxdy), (5.5)
D+R,◦ = {f ∈ D◦ ∩ L2(S, µ) ; E+R (f, f) <∞}. (5.6)
Lemma 5.2. (1) (E+R ,D+R,◦) is closable on L2(S, µ).
(2) (E+R ,D+R) is the closure of (E+R ,D+R,◦) on L2(S, µ).
(3) (E lwrR ,DlwrR ) = (E+R ,D+R).
Proof. On account of the disintegration (2.44), we have
µ[1](dxdy) =
∫
S
µRs,[1](dxdy)µ(ds). (5.7)
From (5.1)–(5.2) and the Fubini theorem, we see that D+R,◦ ⊂ DRs,+R,◦ for µ-a.s.
s. From (5.1), (5.5), and (5.7) we deduce for f, g ∈ D+R,◦
E+R (f, g) =
∫
S
ERs,+R (f, g)µ(ds). (5.8)
Hence (1) follows from Lemma 5.1 (1) and the argument in [18, 45-46pp]. These
together with the similar argument in Section 2.4 yield (2). We obtain (3) from
(5.8) combined with (2.65) and Lemma 5.1 (3).
Theorem 5.3. (E lwr,Dlwr) = (E+,D+).
Proof. Since (E lwr,Dlwr) and (E+,D+) are the increasing limits of {(E lwrR ,DlwrR )}
and {(E+R ,D+R)} asR→∞ respectively, we deduce Theorem 5.3 from Lemma 5.2
(3).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. From Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.10 we see that the dif-
fusion Xupr such that Xupr0 = l(x) associated with the Dirichlet form (Eupr,Dupr)
on L2(S, µ) is a weak solution of (2.25)–(2.26) satisfying (µ-AC) and (NBJ).
By Theorem 3.1 the process X under P∞
l(x) is a weak solution of the ISDE
(3.3)–(3.4) satisfying (µ-AC) and (NBJ).
For µ-a.s. x, the weak solutions of ISDE (2.25)–(2.26) satisfying (µ-AC) and
(NBJ) are unique in law by assumption. Hence for µ-a.s.x, Xupr and X starting
at l(x) have the same distribution. Hence the associated semi-group coincides
with each other. This together with (3.5) implies (Eupr,Dupr) = (E lwr,Dlwr).
From Theorem 5.3 we have already obtained (E lwr,Dlwr) = (E+,D+). Combining
these we complete the proof of Theorem 3.2.
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Remark 5.1. We give a remark on a generalization of Theorem 3.1 and Theo-
rem 3.2. For this purpose we introduce a function a : S × S→ Rd2 and assume:
(B1) a,∇xa ∈ Cb(S × S), a = ta, and a is uniformly elliptic on S × S.
For f, g ∈ D◦ we set Da,mr [f, g](s) = 0 for s /∈ Smr and
D
a,m
r [f, g](s) =
1
2
m∑
i=1
a(si, s
⋄i)∇sifmr,s(xmr (s)) · ∇sigmr,s(xmr (s)) for s ∈ Smr ,
(5.9)
where we set s⋄i =
∑
j 6=i δsj for s =
∑
i δsi . Moreover, we set
D
a
r[f, g](s) =
∞∑
m=1
D
a,m
r [f, g](s). (5.10)
If we replace the square fields Dmr and Dr in (2.3) and (2.4) with D
a,m
r and D
a
r
in (5.9) and (5.10) and add assumption (B1), then all results in Section 3 still
hold.
6 Construction of cut-off coefficients br,s,p
In this section we present a sufficient condition of (A6). We shall construct
br,s,p in (A6). For this purpose we prepare cut off functions.
Let χt ∈ C0(Rd) such that 0 ≤ χt ≤ 1 and that
χt(x) =
{
1 for |x| ≤ t− 1,
0 for |x| ≥ t. (6.1)
Let υp ∈ Cb(Rd) such that 0 ≤ υp ≤ 1 and that
υp(x) =
{
0 for |x| ≤ 1/p,
1 for 2/p ≤ |x| <∞. (6.2)
Let {̟
a[r]}r∈N be the cut-off function given by Lemma 2.11. Then from Lemma 2.11
we have ̟
a[r] ∈ C0(S) and
0 ≤ ̟
a[r] ≤ 1, ̟a[r](s) =
{
1 for s ∈ K(a[r])
0 for s ∈ K(a+[r]c),
. (6.3)
For χs, υp, Ψ ∈ C1(Rd\{0}), and constants ̺s we set
bs,p(x, y) =
β
2
({ ∞∑
i=1
χs(x− yi)υp(x− yi)∇Ψ(x − yi)
}
− ̺s
)
,
where we set y =
∑
i δyi as before. We give a sufficient condition of (A6).
Lemma 6.1. Assume that for some p > 1
b(x, y) = lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
bs,p(x, y) in L
p
loc(S × S, µ[1]). (6.4)
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Let
br,s,p(x, y) = χr(x)̟a+[r](y)bs,p(x, y). (6.5)
Then br,s,p (r, s, p ∈ N) satisfy (A6).
Proof. From χr ∈ C0(Rd) and ̟a+[r] ∈ C0(S) we have χr⊗̟a+[r] ∈ C0(Rd×S).
From this, (6.2), and Ψ ∈ C∞(Rd\{0}) we obtain br,s,p ∈ C0(S×S) ⊂ Cb(S×S).
We next check (3.1). Let
br(x, y) :=χr(x)̟a+[r](y)b(x, y). (6.6)
Then from (6.1), (6.2), and (6.4) the functions br(x, y) satisfy
b(x, y) − br(x, y) = {1− χr(x)̟a+[r](y)}b(x, y). (6.7)
Let p′ be such that 1/p+ 1/p′ = 1. Then the Ho¨lder inequality and (6.3)–
(6.7) combined with 0 ≤ χr(x)̟a+[r](y) ≤ 1 imply
‖ b− br ‖L1(Sk×S, µRs,[1])≤ µRs,[1]
(
Sk × {S\K(a[r])}
)1/p′ ‖ b ‖Lp(Sk×S, µRs,[1]) .
Similarly as (2.52), we have for µ-a.s. s
lim
r→∞
sup
R∈N
µRs,[1]
(
Sk × {S\K(a[r])}
)
= 0.
By the martingale convergence theorem we deduce for µ-a.s. s
lim
R→∞
‖ b ‖Lp(Sk×S, µRs,[1])=‖ b ‖Lp(Sk×S, µs,[1]) .
From these we deduce
lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
sup
R≥r+s+1
‖ b− br ‖L1loc(S×S, µRs,[1])= 0 for µ-a.s. s (6.8)
From (6.1)–(6.7) and the martingale convergence theorem we deduce similarly
lim
r→∞
lim
s→∞
lim
p→∞
sup
R≥r+s+1
‖ br − br,s,p ‖L1loc(S×S, µRs,[1])= 0 for µ-a.s. s. (6.9)
From (6.8) and (6.9) we obtain (3.1). We thus see br,s,p (r, s, p ∈ N) satisfy
(A6).
Remark 6.1. The construction of br,s,p as above is robust and can be applied
to all examples in this paper. We will take Ψ as an interaction potential with
singularity at the origin such as the logarithmic potential. In general, the inter-
action Ψ is long ranged, and the sum in (6.4) makes sense only at the level of
conditional convergence.
7 Examples
In this section we present examples satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.1
and Theorem 3.2. The first two examples satisfy the assumptions of both The-
orem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. Then the following identity holds for these two
examples by Theorem 3.2.
(Eupr,Dupr) = (E lwr,Dlwr) = (E+,D+). (7.1)
Other examples satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. Hence the limit stochas-
tic dynamics X satisfy the associated ISDEs (3.3). We write Lploc(µ
[1]) =
Lploc(S × S, µ[1]), where µ[1] is the one-Campbell measure of µ as before.
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7.1 Sineβ interacting Brownian motion (β = 1, 2, 4)
Let d = 1 and S = R. Let µsin,β be a sineβ random point field [13, 2], where
β = 1, 2, 4. By definition, µsin,2 is the random point field on R with n-point
correlation function ρnsin,2 with respect to the Lebesgue measure given by
ρnsin,2(x1, . . . , xn) = det[Ksin,2(xi, xj)]
n
i,j=1.
Here Ksin,2(x, y) = sinπ(x − y)/π(x − y) is the sine kernel. µsin,1 and µsin,4
are also defined by correlation functions given by quaternion determinants [13].
The random point fields µsin,β (β = 1, 2, 4) satisfy (A1)–(A3) [18, 15]. µsin,β
clearly satisfy (A4) because their one-point correlation functions are constant.
Let 1 < p < 2. Then (A5) is satisfied with the logarithmic derivative given
by
b(x, y) =
β
2
lim
r→∞
∑
|x−yi|<r
1
x− yi in L
p
loc(µ
[1]
sin,β). (7.2)
Here y =
∑
i δyi and “in L
p
loc(µ
[1]
sin,β)” means convergence in L
p(Sk × S, µ[1]sin,β)
for all k ∈ N. The formula (7.2) was proved in [17] for β = 1, 2, 4. The definition
of conditional convergence in (6.4) and (7.2) are slightly different. For β = 1, 2, 4
a representation of correlation functions of µsin,β are known. Using this we see
b in (7.2) satisfies (6.4) with ρs = 0. We thus verify the condition (A6) from
Lemma 6.1. We have checked (A1)–(A6). Then from Theorem 3.1 we deduce
that the labeled process X = (X i)i∈Z solves the ISDE
dX it = dB
i
t +
β
2
lim
r→∞
∑
j 6=i, |Xit−X
j
t |<r
1
X it −Xjt
dt (i ∈ Z) (7.3)
and satisfies (µ-AC) and (NBJ).
Tsai [25] proved that the ISDE (7.3) has a pathwise unique strong solution
for each β ≥ 1 [25]. Hence we can apply Theorem 3.2 and obtain (7.1) for
µsin,β with β = 1, 2, 4. For β 6= 1, 2, 4, neither the quasi-Gibbs property nor the
existence of the logarithmic derivatives of µsin,β have been proved. Hence we
can not apply Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 for this regime at present.
If β = 2, then an algebraic construction of the stochastic dynamics associated
with the upper Dirichlet form (Eupr,Dupr) is known [20]. The distribution of
the dynamics are determined by the space-time correlation functions, which is
explicitly given by a concrete determinantal kernel. Because of the identity
(Eupr,Dupr) = (E lwr,Dlwr) in Theorem 3.2, the same holds for the stochastic
dynamics associated with the lower Dirichlet form (E lwr,Dlwr).
7.2 Gibbs measures with Ruelle-class potential
Let S = Rd with d ∈ N. Let Φ = 0 and we consider ISDE (1.4). Assume that
Ψ is smooth outside the origin and is a Ruelle-class potential. That is, Ψ is
super-stable and regular in the sense of Ruelle [21]. Here we say Ψ is regular if
there exists a positive decreasing function ψ :R+→R and R0 such that
Ψ(x) ≥ −ψ(|x|) for all x, Ψ(x) ≤ ψ(|x|) for all |x| ≥ R0, (7.4)∫ ∞
0
ψ(t) td−1dt <∞.
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Let µΨ be canonical Gibbs measures with interaction Ψ satisfying (A2) and
(A4). We do not a priori assume the translation invariance of µΨ.
Let ρ1x be the 1-point correlation function of the reduced Palm measure of
µΨ conditioned at x. Suppose that for each p ∈ N∫
Sk
∫
|x−y|≥1/p
|∇Ψ(x− y)|ρ1x(y)dxdy <∞. (7.5)
For the non-collision property of tagged particles we assume the following.
Suppose that d ≥ 2 or that d = 1 with Ψ is sufficiently repulsive at the origin in
the following sense (see [7]). There exist a positive constant c8 and a positive
function h : (0,∞)→ [0,∞] satisfying that∫
0<t≤c8
1
h(t)
dt =∞, (7.6)
ρm(x1, . . . , xm) ≤ h(|xi − xj |) for all xi 6= xj .
From the DLR equation, µΨ satisfies (A1). We have (A2) and (A4) hold
by assumption. (A3) follows from (7.6) (see [7] for proof). (A5) is satisfied
with the logarithmic derivative given by
dµΨ(x, y) = −β
∞∑
j=1
∇Ψ(x− yj) in Lploc(µ[1]Ψ ).
We can readily check the condition (A6) by Lemma 6.1. By (7.5) χs satisfies
(A6), while the construction of υp depends on the singularity of Ψ at the origin.
In particular, if Ψ is continuous at the origin, we can dispense with υp. Hence
we can apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain that the labeled processX = (X i)i∈N given
by the lower Dirichlet form satisfies the conditions (µ-AC) and (NBJ), and
solves ISDE
dX it = dB
i
t −
β
2
∞∑
j=1, j 6=i
∇Ψ(X it −Xjt )dt (i ∈ N).
If Ψ ∈ C30 (Rd) in addition to the conditions above and µ is a unique grand
canonical Gibbs measure for β > 0, Lang proved that the associated ISDE has
a pathwise unique strong solution. The assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are then
fulfilled if d ≥ 2. Hence we obtain (7.1) for this class.
7.3 Bessel2,α interacting Brownian motion
Let d = 1 and S = [0,∞). Let 1 ≤ α <∞. Let µBe,α be the Bessel2,α random
point field. By definition µBe,α is a determinantal random point field whose n-
point correlation function ρnBe,α with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [0,∞)
is given by
ρnBe,α(x1, . . . , xn) = det[KBe,α(xi, xj)]
n
i,j=1.
Here KBe,α is a continuous kernel given by
KBe,α(x, y) =
Jα(
√
x)
√
yJ ′α(
√
y)−√xJ ′α(
√
x)Jα(
√
y)
2(x− y) for x 6= y.
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The Bessel2,α random point fields µBe,α satisfy (A1)–(A3) [5, 15]. (A4) is ob-
vious. In [5], it was proved that (A5) is satisfied with the logarithmic derivative
given by
b(x, y) =
α
2x
+
∞∑
i=1
1
x− yi in L
p
loc(µ
[1]
Be,α).
We can readily verify the condition (A6) by Lemma 6.1. Hence the assumptions
of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled. The labeled processX = (X i)i∈N given by the lower
Dirichlet form thus satisfies the conditions (µ-AC) and (NBJ), and solves the
ISDE:
dX it = dB
i
t + {
α
2X it
+
∞∑
j 6=i
1
X it −Xjt
}dt (i ∈ N).
7.4 Ginibre interacting Brownian motion
Let d = 2 and S = R2. Let β = 2. Let µGin be the Ginibre random point field.
By definition µGin is a random point field on R
2 whose n-point correlation
function with respect to the Lebesgue measure is given by
ρnGin(x1, . . . , xn) = det[KGin(xi, xj)]
n
i,j=1,
where KGin :R
2 × R2→C is the kernel defined by
KGin(x, y) =
1
π
e−
1
2{|x|
2+|y|2} · exy¯.
Here we identify R2 as C by the obvious correspondence R2 ∋ x = (x1, x2) 7→
x1 + ix2 ∈ C, and y¯ = y1 − iy2 is the complex conjugate in this identification,
where i =
√−1. The random point field µGin satisfies (A1)–(A3) [17, 18, 15].
Because the one-point correlation function is constant, µGin clearly satisfies
(A4). The logarithmic derivative is given by
b(x, y) = lim
r→∞
∑
|x−yj|<r
x− yj
|x− yj |2 in L
p
loc(µ
[1]
Gin), (7.7)
b(x, y) = −x+ lim
r→∞
∑
|yj|<r
x− yj
|x− yj |2 in L
p
loc(µ
[1]
Gin). (7.8)
It is known that (7.7) and (7.8) define the same logarithmic derivative [17].
We have thus checked (A5). We can readily check the condition (A6) by
Lemma 6.1. Hence the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled.
The labeled process X = (X i)i∈N given by the lower Dirichlet form satisfies
the conditions (µ-AC) and (NBJ) and solves both ISDEs below:
dX it = dB
i
t + limr→∞
∑
j 6=i, |Xit−X
j
t |<r
X it −Xjt
|X it −Xjt |2
dt (i ∈ N),
dX it = dB
i
t −X itdt+ limr→∞
∑
j 6=i, |Xjt |<r
X it −Xjt
|X it −Xjt |2
dt (i ∈ N).
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8 Concluding remarks and questions
1. We have proved that the two natural Dirichlet forms (E lwr,Dlwr) and
(Eupr,Dupr) are equal under the assumptions in Theorem 3.2. The most im-
portant condition for this is the non-explosion property of each tagged particle
that follows from (A4). Indeed, this condition controls the effect of boundary
∂SR as R→∞. We have an example of non-coincidence when tagged particles
explode. We then conjecture that non-explosion is a necessary and sufficient
condition of the coincidence of the upper and the lower Dirichlet forms.
Question 1. Can one prove that the upper and the lower Dirichlet forms
coincide with each other if and only if each tagged particle does not explode?
2. We can naturally formulate the same problem for non-local Dirichlet forms.
In particular, the case such that the associated Markov processes have big jump
would be interesting.
3. In [8, 9], the uniqueness of the Silverstein extension of Dirichlet forms was
studied. In particular, it was proved that the Silverstein extension is unique
when the Dirichlet form is quasi-regular and equipped with a suitable exhaustion
function with bounded energy measure [8, Theorem 5.1, Theorem 6.1]. Our
result (3.6) however can not be derived from this because we do not a priori
know whether the lower Dirichlet form (E lwr,Dlwr) is a Silverstein extension of
the upper Dirichlet form (Eupr,Dupr). As a corollary of Theorem 3.2, we see that
(E lwr,Dlwr) is the Silverstein extension of the upper Dirichlet form (Eupr,Dupr)
because these two forms are equal.
4. In [22], Takeda proved the uniqueness of Markovian extension of Dirichlet
forms on distorted Brownian motion in a domain in Rd (also called a gener-
alized Schro¨dinger operator). We refer to [4, Chapter 3.3] for the Markovian
extension of Dirichlet forms. This class of Dirichlet forms is a finite-dimensional
counterpart of the Dirichlet forms in the present paper. Hence it is natural to
discuss the uniqueness of the Markovian extension of the upper Dirichlet form
(Eupr,Dupr).
Question 2. What is the sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the Marko-
vian extension of the upper Dirichlet form (Eupr,Dupr)? Is it same as the condi-
tion in Question 1?
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